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HOLLOWAY FIELD DEDICATION
State University College at Cortland October 17, 1987
HOLLOWAY FIELD
Dedicated October 17, 1987, in honor of T. Frederick
"Prof' Holloway, who coached Cortland College men's
soccer from 1936 until 1972. Holloway's teams
recorded 191 wins, 94 losses and 23 ties with only two
losing seasons in 35 years. Revered as an educator,
counselor, coach, athlete, sportsman, tireless worker
and standard bearer for the sport of soccer, "Prof'
earned national recognition for his achievements.
(1958 photo)
T. Fred "Prof"Holloway
THOMAS FREDERICK IIPROFII HOLLOWAY
• Born: May 30, 104, in Glasgow, Scotland. The son
of a machinist. His Family came to the United
States in 1912.
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
• Education: 1923, Graduated from Crosby High
School, waterbury, Connecticut; 1928, Bachelor's
in Physical Education, Springfield College; 1929,
Master's in Physical Education, Springfield Col-
lege; 1954, Ph.D., New York University.
• Playing Experience: At Crosby High, he competed
in soccer and swimming, while also serving as cap-
tain of the track and cross country squads. Presi-
dent of his class at Springfield College, he com-
peted in soccer, gymnastics and cross country.
• Professional Experience: 1929-33, Instructor of
Physical Education, University of Pittsburgh; 1934,
Assistant Headmaster and Director of Athletics at
Foxwood School, Flushing, N.Y.; 1935, New
England Field Representative, American Red
Cross; 1936-73, Coach and Educator, State Univer-
sity of New York College at Cortland.
• From the Great Depression until the Space Age,
"Prof' coached the Cortland men's soccer teams.
During his unprecedented 35 years, the "Red
Mules" endured just two losing seasons and posted
a record of 191 wins, 94 losses and 23 ties.
• Under Holloway, Cortland's soccer teams ap-
peared in three NCAA Tournaments when the
competitive system of one tournament for all U.S.
colleges and universites existed.
• In 1958, the National Soccer Coaches Association
of America paid its highest tribute to Holloway by
presenting him with its Annual Honor Award as
an "author and educator, leader of youth and
leader of men, sportsman, athlete, coach, teacher,
tireless worker and standard bearer for the sport
of soccer."
• Recognizing his many contributions to the sport,
the SUNY AC honored Holloway by naming its an-
nual Eastern Division M.V.P. Award in his name.
• In 1946, when the country's soccer coaches
decided to form an alliance, Holloway served as
chairman of the original National Soccer Coaches
Association (NSCA) constitutional committee. He
served as NSCA president in 1952 and chaired six
other NSCA committees.
• Holloway designed the statistical system used In
the selection of collegiate soccer All-Americas.
• With the same stringent standards, 20 soccer
players under Holloway's guidance earned All-
America honors.
• "Prof" coached Cortland to five State University of
New York Athletic Conference champion-
ships.More than just a coach, Holloway's profes-
sional approach as a physical education instructor
helped shape the philospohy of sport at Cortland
College for four decades. When he arrived in
1936, Holloway was only one of four physical
education instructors. By the time of his retire-
ment in 1973, Cortland's physical education faculty
numbered 22. A true gentleman, Holloway helped
to mold generations of New York State's physical
education leaders during his tenure.
PROF HOLLOWAY: HIS PLAYERS
David Allardice
YEAR; 1941
DEGREE EARNED: B.s. in Physical
Education
OTHER DEGREES: M.A. from Columbia,
1947; Ed.D. from Columbia, 1962
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1937-1940
POSmON: Goalie
SOCCER HONORS: All-State Goalie
PRESENT ADDRESS: 1659 Parkcreast
Circle #201, Reston Virginia 22090
WIFE: Marion
CHILDREN: Five
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: Retired
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: Northport
High 1941-74, Principal 14 years; Adjunct
Professor at Geneseo State; Dowling Col-
lege (1 Year); Hofstra University (4
years); Adminstrator of American Overseas
Schools in Iran, Zaire and Scotland; Fairfax
County Schools, Virginia - 5 years,
Guidance.
13EST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWA Y: 'The Prof was a teacher,
coach and friend who treated everyone as
an important human being. He helped one
with personal problems and was fair and
honest in every way. The best lesson was
the example of his own personal and profes-
sional code provided for me 10 emulate,
and I can only hope that I have followed his
footsteps to the best of my ability."
James Amen
YEAR; 1965
DEGREE EARNED: B.A. in Physcial
Education
OTHER DEGREES: M.A. in Administra-
tion and Supervision
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1961-1965
POSmON: Left Wing
SOCCER HONORS: None
PRESENT ADDRESS: 6 Cynthia Lane,
Northport, New York 11768
WIFE: Patricia
CHILDREN: ScOIl 9, Lauren 6, Brian 4.
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: Director of
Athletics & Physical Education
at Levittown Division High School
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: A physical
education instructor in the Plainville
Central School District, 1965-1976; Head
Basketball coach and assistant lacrosse
coach at Johns Hopkins University 1976-
1983; 1983 to present Director of Athletics
and Physical Education at Levittown
Division High School.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWAY: "His analytical skills were
most important in his coaching. He always
tried 10 get the maximum out of his
players."
George Anderson
YEAR: 1940
DEGREE EARNED: as, in Physical
Education
OTHER DEGREES: M.S. from Syracuse
in 1947; Ed.D from Syracuse in 1950
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1938, 1939
POSmON: Inside Back
SOCCER HONORS: None
PRESENT ADDRESS: 1()408 Gatewood
Terrace, Silver Spring, Maryland 20903
WIFE: Jane
CHILDREN: Cheri, Leis
CURREI\'T EMPLOYMENT: Retired
EMPLOYMEI\'T HISTORY: Gorham
Central School, vice-principal, teacher and
coach, 1943-1946; Officer of the USNR,
1943-1946; Student instructor and dual
professor at Syracuse University, 1946-1951;
Executive Secretary of AAHPERD, 1951-
1974: Executive Vice-President of AAH-
PERD,1974-1980.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROP
HOLLOWAY: ~I learned about the harm-
ful effects of smoking from him. I remem-
ber him saying he liked 10 give this lecture
because it caused to quit smoking for two
days:
Ken Andrews
YEAR: 1976
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Physical
Education
OTHER DEGREES: None
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1971-1975
POSITION: Midficld
SOCCER IIONORS: None
PRESENT ADDRESS: 905 North Powell
Street, Plant City, Florida 33566
WIFE: None
CJ IILDREN: None
CURREI\'T EMPLOY:vIENT: Physcial
Education Teacher
Hillsborough County Public Schools
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: Physical
Education Director for Out-of-Door
Academy, Sarasota Florida 1978-1980;
Teacher for lIillsborough County Public
Schools 1981 to the present.
BEST LESSON LEARNED PROM PROF
HOLLOWAY: ~ I'll never forget Prof tell-
ing my freshman year tumbling class that
there arc three types of people in our
profession: 1) The coach whose main con-
cern is his team, and not his physical educa-
tion class. 2) The gym teacher who throw
out a ball and lets hios class do their own
thing. 3) The physical educator who truly
tries to give each student the best pssible
physcial education. Prof's words have been
with me these past 16 years and I've always
done my best to live up to his standards of
a physical educator.
David Bailey
YEAR: 1954
DEGREE EARi\lED: B.S. in Health and
Physical Education
OTHER DEGREES: Certificate in Physi-
cal Therapy from College of
Physicians and Surgeons at Columbia
University 1955
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1952-1953
POSmON: Right Wing
SOCCER HONORS: None
PRESENT ADDRESS: 4359 The Cedars,
Mobile, Alabama 36608
WIFE: Lena
CHILDREN: David 29, Douglas 27,
Pamela Palmer 23.
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: Physical
Therapist for Orthpaedic Associates
of Mobile Alabama. Athletic Training
Consultant for Springhill College.
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: County
Health Department, Kingston, New York;
Associate professor and athletic trainer for
rwo years for Cortland Public Schools 1959-
1963; Men's Athletic Director at SUNY
Oneonta 1963·1979; Director of sports
medicine at U.S. spons academy, Mobile,
Alabama; Physical Therapist for Or-
thopedic Associates 1984 to present.
BEST LESSON LEARJ"'ED FROM PROP
HOLLOWA Y: • 00 your best, or at least
try to do your best."
Gary Bartow
YEAR: 1952
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Physical
Education
OTHER DEGREES: M.A. from SI.
Lawrence University
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1948-1951
POSmON: Fullback
SOCCER HONORS: None
PRESENT ADDRESS: RI.#4 box 533.
Potsdam,New York 13676
WIFE: Dawn
CHILDREN: DanieJle 20, Michael 13
CURREl\ry EMPLOYMEi\rr: Professor at
Potsdam College
EMPLOYMEI\'T I1ISTORY: Associate
teacher for the Potsdam Central School,
1954·1957; 1957 10 the present, Associate
Professor campus learniing center, SUNY
Potsdam; Director of Star Lake Camppus,
SUl\ry Potsdam 1965-1967
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWA Y: ~Make up your mind quick-
ly and either go for the ball or retreat and
protect your goal."
Gregory Benson
YEAR: t94t
DEGREE EAR1'U:D: B.S. in Physical
Education
OTHER DEGREES: M.S. from Syracuse
Univerisry in 1948; Ed.D from Syracuse in
1965.
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1937-1940
POSmON: Right Wing
SOCCER HONORS: Co-Captain 1940
PRESEI\'T ADDRESS: P.O. Box 536
(Climer Circle) West Sand Lake, New York
12196
WIFE: Madeline
CHILDREN: Gregory Jr. 45, Candace
Debiak 39.
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: Adjunct
Professor, College of Saint Rose
EMPLOYMEr-.'f HISTORY: Teacher and
coach at Jordan Central School 1941-1946;
Teacher and coach at Minetto Union
School 1946-1950; High School Principal at
Falconer Central School, 1950-1964; Super-
intendent of Schools 31 Averill Park
Ccentras! Schools, 1964-1976; Director of
Educational Field Services at SUi\TY Al-
bany 1976-1985; 1985 to present Adjunct
professor at College of Saint Rose.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWAY: ~ A true reacher takes on a
personal in each student, both on and off
the field. that lesson has guided my own
teaching for 46 years. Ihave worked with
and supervised hundreds of teachers on the
elementary level all the way to the graduate
level, and ~ Prof" Holloway clearly ranks
among the very best I have observed.
Peter Betrus
YEAR: 1941
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Physical
Education
OTHER DEGREES: M.A. from SUNY Al-
bany
CORTLAJ'iD SOCCER YEARS: 1938-1939
POSrnON: Forward
SOCCER HONORS: None
PRESEr-.'f ADDRESS: Box 75A Route#1
Harrisville, New York 13648
WIFE: Margaret
CHILDREN: Six
CURREr-.'f EMPLOYMENT: Retired
EMPLOYMENT HISfORY: Teaching
teacher-coaches certification courses
OEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWAY: "Prof Holloway could break
down and teach a skill, whether it was soc-
cer, swimming or diving, better than any in-
structor I have ever known. It was an honor
to play for him.
Doug Billion
YEAR: 1957
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Physical
Education
011-1ER DEGREES: Certificate in Physi-
cal Education from University of Pcnnsyl-
vania
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1854-1956
POSITION: Back
SOCCER HONORS: None
PRESEr-.'f ADDRESS: 7142
Drive, San Diego California 92n9
Mary I-lope
CHILDREN: Tamara 26, Lisa 24, Scott 22,
Maria 2l.
CURREr-.'f EMPLOYMENT: Orthopedic
Rehabilatation Coroupinc for health
maintnance organization
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: U.S. Public
Helath Service employee 1961-1981; Direc-
tor of Physical Therapy for Private Sector
1981 to the present.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWAY: "The art of self contain-
Bobhird
WIFE:
merit. Winning was not the most important
part of Prof's philosphy. Have a good time
was important. Who will ever forget Prof's
unbelievable stories.
Paul Bilzor
YEAR: 1965
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Physical
Education
OTHER DEGREES: MOA in Marketing
from Farlcigh Dickinson University in 1975.
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1961-1965
POSITION: Halfback
SOCCER HONORS: Two Varsity Letters
PRESENT ADDRESS: 6 St. Anne Drive
New Windsor, New York 12550
WI FE: Mary Jo
CHILDREN: Daniel 14, Denise II, Brian 5.
CURREr-.'f EMPLOYMEr-.'f: Merrill
Lynch Financial Consultant
EMPLOYMENf HISTORY: Physical
Education instrucot for two years; Served
in Vietnam for three years in U.S. Army; A
frozen food wholesaler for 15 years. 198610
the present consultant for Merrill Lynch.
BESf LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
IIOLLOWA Y: ~A Winning tradition
motivates players to maintain that tradi-
tion .. The fact that Cortland has a winning
history in soccer motivated us all to play
harder to maintain and continue that tradi-
tion."
Tom Bosch
YEAR: 1958
DEGREE EARNED: O.S. in Physical
Education
OTHER DEGREES: M.A. from Columbia
Teachers College in 1961
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1955-1957
POSITION: Fullback
SOCCER HONORS: 2nd team All-State
selection in 1956; Honorable Mention All-
State selection in 1957; Captain of the 1957
team.
PRESENr ADDRESS: 903 Park Ave. Hun-
tington, New York 11743
WIFE: Jo Ann
CHILDREN: Tara 20, Todd 17.
CURREr-.'f EMPLOYMEr-.'f: District
Director of Guidance for Seaford Schools
EMPLOYMEr-.'f HISTORY: Physical
Education instructor and coach at Wallkill
Central Schools, 196'1 10 the present
Guidance counselor coach and now district
Director for Seaford Schools.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
I-IOLLOWA Y: " f-air play, honesty and
giving 100 percent at all times, behind or
ahead in a game:
Donald Brooks
YEAR: 1969
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Physical
Education
OTHER DEGREES: B.S. in Pharmacy
from SUNY Ouffalo 1975
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1965-
1969
POSnlON: Forward
SOCCER HONORS:
PRESEr-.'f ADDRESS: 207 Soth Main
Street Wayland, New York 14572
WIFE: Sally
CHILDREN: Jennifer 16, Jefferey 13.
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: Owner of
Livonia Pharmacy, Livonia, New york
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: 1969-1971
U.S. Army; 1975-1985 Bukowski's Pharmacy
Livonia, New York; 1986 10 the present
owner of Livonia Pharmacy.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWAY: "That hard work, dedica-
tion and teamwork will lead to success both
on and off the field.
Bob Brown
YEAR: 1949
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Physical
Education & Hygiene
OTHER DEGREES: M.E.d from Alfred
University in 1955, received Secondary
School Adminstration Certifiacation from
St. Bonaventure in 1969.
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1946-1948
POSITION: Halfback
SOCCER HONORS: Red Letter Award
winner in 1947, All-American in 1948.
PRESENT ADDRESS: Maple Street 1'.0.
Box 202 50th Dayton, New York WIFE:
June
CHILDREN: Wendy Cummings 30, Jill
Hopkins 25, Brent Brown 22.
CURRENT EMI'LOYMEr-.'T: Retired
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: Physical
Education instructor and coach for Whites-
ville Central School 1950-1953; Director of
Physical Education and Athletics, also was
physical education instructor and coach for
Pine Valley Central School 1953·1984.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWA Y: Commit yourself and be ag-
gressive. Practioce makes perfect even at
night when you can't see the ball."
Lt. Col. Steven Caine
YEAR: 1965
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Physical
Education
OTHER DEGREES: M.S. in Education in
1968 from Cornell and Elmira College.
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1961-1964
POSmON: Midfield
SOCCER HONORS; All-State selection in
1963 and 1964; Red Letter Award winner in
1964; Red Letter Award winner in 1964;
PRESENT ADDRESS: PSC Box 6801
APO, New York 09109.5422, Hahn Air
Force Base West Germany
WIFE: Catherine
CHILDREN: John 19, Jennifer 17.
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: F-16 pliot
and Squadron Operations Officer for the
United States Air Force.
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: Physical
Education instructor 1965-1968; Sixth grade
teacher 1969; United Slates Air Force 1970
to the present; Ran Air Force pilot flight
school in 1970.
BESf LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWAY: "Prof did an excellent job
of analyzing the opposing teams and then
creating tactics and drills to negate their
strengths and capitalize on their weak
points. Know the problem or the task at
hand and then diliegently prepare, prepare,
prepare."
George Calley
YEAR: 1%2
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Physical Ed-
ducation and Health
OTHER DEGREES: None
CORTI.AND SOCCER YEARS: 1959-1961
POSmON: Back
SOCCER HONORS: None
PRESENT ADDRESS: 4695 Clones
Meridian, Idaho 83642
WlFE: Mary Ann
CHILDREN: Michele Ann 25, Nanette
Ann 23, Michael 22, Patrick 18, Bethany
Ann 13.
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: Special
Agent for the Federal Bureau of Investiga-
tions.
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: F.B.I. Agent,
1962 to the present
Ron Carlson
YEAR: 1972
DEGREE EARNED: B.s. in Recreation
OTHER DEGREES: A.A.S. from Nassau
Community College
CORTI.AND SOCCER YEARS: 1969-1970
POSITION: Hallback
SOCCER HONORS: None
PRESEI\'T ADDRESS: No Country Road,
Miller Place, New York 11764
WIFE: Gina
CHILDREN: Cory 13
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: Commis-
saner of Parks and Recreation in Port Jef-
ferson, New York
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: Recreation
Director for Shelter Island, New York,
1972-1975; Parks and Recreation Commis-
soner for Port Jefferson.
BESf LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWAY: "Patience will bring
rewards."
Paul Chandler
YEAR: 1954
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Physical
Education
OTHER DEGREES:
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1953
POSmON: Mar-ager
SOCCER HONORS: None
PRESENT ADDRESS: 8225 South Shore
Road P.O. Box 7 Sodus Point, New York
14555
WIFE: Gloria
CHILDREN: None
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: Retired
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: Physical
Education Instructor for Ridgewood Junior
High in Rochester, New York 1954-1962; In-
strucor at ttbe Newrak State School 1962-
1964; Special Education instructor for the
Neark State School 1964-1980.
BESf LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWA Y: " He taught me the work
and sweat it takes to make a good athlete,
respect for my fellow man, and allowed me
friendship from which I also garnered
values and some of those will be long
rememberred as well as my association with
Coach Holloway."
Joe Chick
YEAR: 1970
DEGREE EARNED: BA in History
OTHER DEGREES: None
CORTlAND SOCCER YEARS: 1966-1970
POSmON: Left Wing
SOCCER HONORS: None
PRESENT ADDRESS: 19 Rebert Frost
Drive, Shelton Connecticut 06484
WlFE: Pal
CHILDREN: Gina 12, Tony 8.
CURRENT EMPLOYMEI\'T: General
Manager Envinnental Control INC.
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: Uni.ed
States Army; Worked for Trane Company
in laCrosse Wisconsin; Mechanical Con-
tractor for the Enviromental Control Inc;
General Manager for the Enviromental con-
trollnc.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWAY: "Nothing takes the place of
persistance. Prof's teams often beat teams
with much more talent.
Ted Coates
YEAR: 1942
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Physical
Education
OTHER DEGREES: MA from Columbia
University in 1947, Ph.D from Ohio State
University in 1966.
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1938-1941
POSmON: Left Wing
SOCCER HONORS: Co-Captain in 1941
PRESENT ADDRESS: 1907 Deerpark
Drive #433, Fullerton, California 92631.
WIFE: Norma
CHILDREN: Leslie 36, Karen 35, Gary 29,
Sally 27.
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: Professor at
Cal-State Fullerton
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: 1942·1946
member of U.S. Coast Guard; Teacher and
Athletic Director at Roalton Hartland
Central School; Professor at Ohio State
University School of Health, Physical
Education and Recreation. 1963-1987.
Presently a professor at Cal-State Fuller-
ton.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWAY: "Prof always treated in-
dividuals with [he same respect whether it
be an idvidual who was a star or subsiturc."
Barry Cox
YEAR: 1%5
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Physical
Education
OTHER DEGREES: MA from Arizona
State
CORTI.AND SOCCER YEARS: 1961-1965
POSmON: Halfback
SOCCER HONORS: None
PRESENT ADDRESS: 482 East Lake
Road, Hammondsport, New York 14840
WIFE: Renee
CHILDREN: Aimee 16, Alyson 14, Bryan 7.
CURRENT EMPLOYMEI\'T: Owner of
Switzerland Inn on Keuka Lake
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: Teacher at
Middletwon High School for II years;
Graduate Assistant at Arizona State for a
year and a half; Has owned and operated
the Switzerland Inn for 11 years.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWA Y:~ Hard work can be fun and
does pay off',"
Emilio DaBramo
YEAR: 1948
DEGREE EARNED: M.S. in Physical
Educvation and Administration
OTHER DEGREES, M.A. from Cortland,
Certified Chief School Officer in 1954.
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1945·
1948
POSrnON: Back
SOCCER HONORS: All-America in 1947
PRESEI\'T ADDRESS: Box 241 Connes-
ville Road, Gilboa, New York 12076
WIFE: --
CHILDREN: Mike 37, Debbie 34, Shelly
31, .Jimmy 28.
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: Reitred
EMPLOYMEI\'T HISTORY: Physical
Education teacher, Curriculum Supervisor
for 11 Departments; Principal for elemen-
tary, seccondary and senior high; Superin-
tendent of Schools;
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWA Y: • Do your best. Be a team
player and team person. Stressed basic f~n-
damentals. Encouraged everyone to think
big and think positive. Learned how 10
motivate people:
Joseph Delucca
YEAR. 1952
DEGREE EAR1'iED: B.S. in Physical
Education
OTIIER DEGREES: M.S. from Hofstra in
1960, M.S. from Queens College in 1970.
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1951-1952
POSITION, Back
SOCCER HONORS: Nonc
PRESE!,r"]' ADDRESS: II Kingsland Place,
Babylon, New York 11702
WIFE: Carol
CHILDREN: Joanne 32, Judy 30, Joseph
28 Janet 26, James 25, Joyce 22.
CURRENT EMPLOYMEI\'T: Major
League Scout for Baltimore Orioles
EMPLOYMEI\'T HISTORY, Physical
Education in Babylon and West babylon
School Districts; Last 15 years has been
Physical Education chaiman for 15 years
and coached all sports from junior high to
senior high in Babylon and West Babylon;
Full time scout for the Orioles since 1976.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWAY: "Always be on attack, never
lei opponents get set with ball. Always be
offensive, go after the ball."
Brad Denslow
YEAR: 1973
DEGREE EARNED: BSE. in Physical
Education
OTI,ER DEGREES: M.S. from Longwood
College in Famville Virginia in 1982.
CORTlAJ\'D SOCCER YEARS: 1969-1973
POSmON: Halfback
SOCCER HONORS: None
PRESENT ADDRESS: 1636 Regency
Drive, Burlington,Nonh Carolina 27215.
WlFE: Christine
CHILDREN: Jay 11, Jill 8
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: Athletic
Director, Soccer Coach and Science
Teacher at Day School in Burlington,
North Carolina.
EMPLOYMEI\'T HISTORY: Physical
Education instructor and soccer coach at
Schenvius Central schoolfor three years; As-
sistant Athletic Director and SOCcer coach
for six years at Halifax County Academy in
Virginia; Has been Athletic Director,
Science teacher and Soccer coach for five
years at burlington Day School. BEST
LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF HOL-
LOWAY: "Perfect practice makes perfect. I
will never forget his ability 10 perform
many of the stunts in stunts II class:
Tony DiBenedetto
YEAR: 1949
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Physical
Education
OTI-fER DEGREES: M.S. in 1953 from
New York University
CORTlAND SOCCER YEARS: 1946-1948
POSmON: Halfback
SOCCER HONORS: Honorable Mention
All-America
PRESENT ADDRESS: Route 9-W box 205
R.D.#l Selkirk, New York 12158
WIFE: Catherine
CHILDREN: Anne Marie Tony Jr. Jeanne
Marie, Michelle, Camille, Catherine.
CURREI\'T EMPLOYMENT: Retired
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: Physcial
Education instructor at Pine Island Schools
in 1949-1950; 1952-1954 Member of United
States Army; Physiucal Education instruc-
tor and supervisor of Health Education and
Recreation 1954-1970; Special Consultant
to the New York State Education Depart-
ment, Chief of Bureau of Drug Education
and Supervisor of Health and Drug Educa-
tion, 1970 -1985.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWAY: "Team work and playing
the game according to the rules."
Bill Dickerson
YEAR: 1969
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Recreation
OTI,ER DEGREES: None
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1965-1966
POSmON: Halfback
SOCCER HONORS: None
PRESENT ADDRESS: 2 Onieda Trail,
Wayne, New Jersey, 07470
WIFE: Maura
CHILDREN: Brian J I, Michacl9
.CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: Executive
Director of the William Patterson College
Foundation.
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: Assistant
Director of the Fay Corey College Union
1969-1971 at Cortland; Director of Student
Center 1971-1983 at William Patterson Col.
lege; 1983 to the present, Executive Direc-
tor William Patterson College Foundation.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWAY: "Never stand when you can
sit. When you can lie down you must con.
serve your energy.R
Richard Dietz
YEAR: 1965
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Physical
Education
OTHER DEGREES: M.S. in Health
Education from CUNY, Lehman College.
Received a certificate in advanced study in
Administration from Hofstra.
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1961-1964
POSITION: 1-lallbacklFuliback
SOCCER HONORS: None
PRESENT ADDRESS: 461 East Setauket,
New York 11733
W1FE: --
CHILDREN: Erich Dietz
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: Teacher at
Three Village School District in Setauket.
EMPLOYMEl'rr HISTORY: Physical
Education instructor for Three Village
Elementary Schools; Varsity Soccer Coach
at Ward Melville High School for 10 years.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWAY: If you don't have to stand-,
sit down. And if you can lie down with your
feet up, that is the best. Being pan of the
soccer team was only a pan of our total
education and that we should enjoy it and
do our best."
Joe DiPace
YEAR: 1954
DEGREE EARNED: 13.S. in Physical
Education
OTl-lER DEGREES: M.S. from George
Washington University in 1972
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1952-1954
POSITION: Forward
SOCCER HONORS: None
PRESENT ADDRESS: RFD #5, Box lOO-
D, Louisa, Virginia 23093
W1FE: Jane
CHILDREN: Beth-Ann 33, Victor 30
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: Operating a
horse and cattle farm and selling real estate.
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: Member of
Naval Service from 1954-1982. Served on a
diplomatic assignment in Spain 1976-1979;
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWAY: "Winning a game was only
good if played scrupulously by the rules.
The spirit of the rules and ethics of play are
paramount and are not subject to com-
promise under any circumstances."
Michael Dollard
YEAR: 1971
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Physical
Education
OTI'IER DEGREES: M.A. in special educa-
tion and and educational administration
from SUt\ry New Paltz.
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1968-1969
POSITION: Halfback
SOCCER HONORS: None
PRESENT ADDRESS: 22 Fairchild Place,
Monticello, New York 12701
WIFE: Adrianne
CHILDREN: Justin 14
CURRENT EMPLOYMEI\'T: Director of
Special Education
EMPLOYMEl'rr HISTORY: Special
Education teacher and Special Education
Trainiong specialist for 13 years; Director
of Special Education for three years now.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
I10LLOWA Y:" If you want to be good at
anything in life, you must practice and
master the fundamentajs,"
Herman Druckman
YEAR: 1958
DEGREE EARt'JED: B.S. in Recreation
Education
OTI~ER DEGREES: M.A. from Columbia
University
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1954-1958
POSITION: Right Wing
SOCCER HONORS: 1957 All-America,
All- State selection in 1957
PRESENT ADDRESS: 664 east Chester
Street, Long Beach, New York 11561
WIFE: Sybil
CHILDREN: Shari 24, Debra 22, David 20.
CURJtENT EMPLOYMENr: Assiatant
Deputy Commissioner of Nassau County.
EMPLOYMEI\'T HISTORY: Leader of
Recreation for City of Long Beach 1958-
1962; Director of Recreation Therapy at
Hillside hospital in Queens 1962-1967; Nas-
sau County Parks Director 1967-i969;
Regional Supervisor for Nassau county
1969.1983; Assistant Deputy Com-
misssione- for Nassau county 1983 to the
present.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWAY: "Hard work and dedication.
Prof also inspired team work."
David Dunbar
YEAR: 1970
DEGREE EARNED: B.S.E
Education
in Physical
OlliER DEGREES: M.S.in Physical
Education from Cortland in 1974
CORTIAND SOCCER YEARS: 1966-1971
POSmON: Athletic Trainer and Graduate
Assistant
"SOCCER HONORS: None
PRESENT ADDRESS: 2121 Weatherton
Drive Brandyw<XX1, Wilmington Deleware
19810
WIFE: Belly
CHILDREN: William 8, Andrew 5 and
Matthew 11 months.
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: Athletic
Trainer at Drexel University
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: Athletic
trainer at SUNY Fredonia from 1971 to
1974; Athletic trainer at Drexel University
since 1975.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWAY: "The lesson I still remem-
ber is practice makes perfectly wrong if you
practice wrong. Correct mechanics is some-
thing I stress in my physical education clas-
ses.
Duane Eddy
YEAR: 1965
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Physical
Education
OlliER DEGREES: M.S. and P.H.D.
from Ohio State University
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1963-1964
POSmON: Right Wing
SOCCER HONORS: None
PRESENT ADDRESS: 31114Twickingham
WIFE: Margaret
CHILDREN: John 16, Scott 9
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: Dean of Col-
lege of Applied Sciences at Ball State
University
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: Physical
Education instructor at DeRuyter Central
School 1965-1967; 1970-1975 professor at
Ball State University, Assistant Director of
the School of Medicine at Ball Stale 1975-
1980; Director of School of Physical Educa-
tion at Ball State, 1980·1984; 1984 to the
present, Dean of Applied Sciences at Ball
State.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWAY: "If you work harder than
anyone else, you have a good chance of win-
ning."
John Eden
YEAR: 1962
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Physical
Education
OlliER DEGREES: M.S.from Hofstra in
1966
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1959-1961
POSmON: Fullback
SOCCER HONORS: All-America in 1961
PRESENT ADDRESS: 4 Nancy Drive,
Sayville New York 11782
WIFE: Ann
CHILDREN: Doug 18, Scali 15
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: Coordinator
of Physical Education Department at V~r-
sity Soccer coach at North Babylon HIgh
School.
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: Varsity soc-
cer coach for North Babylon school district
for the past 25 years; Physical Education
coordinator for the past 10 years at North
Babylon School District.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWAY: "If you're going to do it·
teach and coach- do it right and do it with
intensity. He taught you that there are no
short cuts to success. Also his love of the
game was infectious."
Jeff Falkel
YEAR: 1975
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Physical
Education
OlliER DEGREES: M.S. from Duke
University in 1m, Ph.D from University of
Pittsburgh in 1982.
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1973-1974
POSmON: Goalie, Athletic Trainer
SOCCrR HONORS: ECAC championship
team i· 1974
PRES NT ADDRESS: 142 Nu Rad Road,
thcns Ohio 45701-3418
WI :: Diane
CI III REN: Christopher 5, Timothy 2
CURKEI\'T EMPLOYMEI\'T: Professor at
OhIO L niversity
EMPI WMENT HISTORY: Assistant
professor at Boston University; Research
physiologist for United Slates Army re-
search insitute of enviromental medicine;
Associate Professor of Physical
Therapy/College of Osteopatic Medicine at
Ohio University.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
I-IOLLOWA Y: "Practice perfectly. The
story of the boy who was Shooting free
throws and misses 48 out of 50. Prof asked
him what he was doing and the boy
responded that he was practicing free
throws. Prof told him he was practicing
missing. The lesson of exccrcise specficiry
that comes from that story has helped many
as an athlete as well as myself."
Robert Fancher
YEAR: 1938
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Physcial
Education
OTIIER DEGREES: M.A. from George
Wastington University in 1966
CORllAND SOCCER YEARS: 1936-1837
POSmON: Fullback
SOCCER HONORS: Nonc
PRESENT ADDRESS: 5225 Clemson Ave
Apt 116, Columbia, South Carolina 29206.
WlFE:--
CHILDREN: Robert Jr.
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: Retired
EMPLOYMENT WSTORY: Taught four
years of high school; Served 29 in the
United States in the United Air Force;
Professor at the University of South
Carolina for 13 years.
Paul Fardy
YEAR: 1963
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Physical
Education
OlliER DEGREES: M.S. from University
of Illinois in 1964, Ph.D. from University in
1967
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1959-1962
POSmON: Halfback/Fullback
SOCCER HONORS: All State selction in
1960, 1961 and 1962. lst All-America in
1962.
PRESENT ADDRESS: 8414 Oak Ave,
Gary Indiana 46403
WIFE: --
CHILDREN: Steve 18, Beth Ann 12,
Patrick 8.
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: President of
the Cardiac Pulmorary Consultants Inc.
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: Teacher and
soccer coach at Cal-State Fullerton Univer-
sity, 1967-1973; NHLl Post Doctoral Fel-
low, Helsinki, Finalnd in 1973; Medical
School Faculty, Case Western Reserve
University, 1974-1976; Director of
Rehabilitation and Physical Fitness Center
St. Catherines Hospital in Chicago 1976-
1982; President of Cardiac Pulmorary Con-
sultants Inc. since 1983. BEST LESSON
LEARNED FROM PROF HOLLOWAY:
"Play the game fairly. Treat your players as
adults! Soccer is a small part of life and
growing vp- Keep it in perspective. Do your
best, but remember it is only a game:
Daniel Farrell
YEAR: 1957
DEGREE EAR.NED: B.S. in Physical
Education
Oll~ER DEGREES: M.S. from Cortland
in 1965; Athletic Directorship from
Cortland in 1965
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1957
POSITION: Halfback
SOCCER HONORS: None
PRESENT ADDRESS: 131 Paulanna Ave.
WIFE: Marion
CHILDREN: None
CURREI\'T EMPLOYMENT: Physical
Education instructor at Bay Shore Public
Schools
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: Physical in-
structor, Bay Shore public schools for 30
years; Various coaching asignments at Bay
Shore the past 30 years; Varsity basketball
caoch at SUl\ry Stony Brook 1959-1963.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWAY: "What you will do in prac-
tice, you will do in the game. Repetition of
skills until they are automatic:
Gail Farwell
YEAR: 1947
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Physical
Education
OlliER DEGREES: M.A. from Syracuse
University in 1950; Ed.D from Michigan
State University in 1954.
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1941,1946
POSmON: Fullback
SOCCER HONORS: None
PRESENT ADDRESS: 1667 Capital
Avenue Apt. 22, Madison Wisconsin 53705.
WIFE: --
CHILDREN: Heidi 28, Todd 27
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: Professor of
Department of Counseling Psychology. and
Counselor Education for the University of
Wisconsin.
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: Teacher and
coach at Fillmore Central School, 1947-
1948; School counselor and coach at
Herkimer Public Schools 1948-1952;
Graduate Teaching Assistant at Michigan
State University 1952-1954; Assistant and
Associate Professor at Ohio State Univer-
sity 1954-1958; Associate Professor 1958-
1962 at University of Wisconsin; 1962 to the
present Full Professor at University of Wis.
cousin.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWAY: "Be a significant role model
and mentor to those students you have the
privilege of working with. Always do your
best in your undertakings. Fundamentals
are basic to a productive performance."
Frederic Feeney
YEAR 1937
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Physical
Education
OTHER DEGREES: M.A. from New York
University; Superintendent's Certification
from Columbia University.
CORlLAJ'-'D SOCCER YEARS: 1935-1937
POSmON: Center Halfback
SOCCER HONORS: Barb of the Week
from Coach HOlloway: "Feeney, you arc
nothing but a toekicker. Why don't you try
ballet?"
PRESENT ADDRESS: 1905 North Francis
Blvd. Tucson, Arizona 85712
WIFE: Eleanor
CHILDREN: Terry 47, Jim 42, Ric 40
Maura 38, Man 38
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: Idle rich ..
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: Physical
Education teacher and Principal for 22
years.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOW A Y:" Clear the ball to the wings.
How too be a coach and still remain a dig-
nified gentlemen." .
Coley Felser
YEAR: 1965
DEGREE EARN'ED: B.S. in Recreation
OTI1ER DEGREES: None
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1964
POSmON: Forward
SOCCER HONORS: None
PRESENT ADDRESS: 156 Dorchester
Ave.
WIFE: Susan
CHILDREN: Matthew 8 months old
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: Soccer
coach at Nichiols School in Buffalo
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: Served in the
Peace Corps in Vcnezula; Soccer coach at
Nichols for 15 years.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWAY: "Learn to do it the easy
way.
Gregg Fitch
YEAR: 1961
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Physical
Education
OTHER DEGREES: M.S. from East Texas
State
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1958-1961
POSITION: Halfback
SOCCER HONORS: None
PRESENT ADDRESS: 2335 East Lela
Road, Conesus, New York 14435
WIFE: Mal)'
CHILDREN: Derek 15
CURREI\'T EMPLOYMENT: Coach and
Teacher at Pittsford Central School
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: Teacher for
one year at Pittsford Central School 1961-
1962; Served in the United States Marine
Corps 1962-1966; 1968 to the present coach
and teacher at Pittsford Central School.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWAY: "Prof showed me how not
to get one drop of rain on himself in all the
years I played for him.He also taught me
what dedication means. Watching himand
the dedication he showed to the game and
his players was an example one does not for-
get. ~
Charles Flint
YEAR: 1950
DEGREE EARNED: I3.S. in Physical
Education & Hygiene
OTI·IER DEGREES: M.S. in Physical
Education & Director ad Physical Educa-
tion
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1947-1949
POSrnON: Right Wing
SOCCER HONORS: First Team All-State
in 1949, Leading Scorer on the team in 1949.
PRESENT ADDRESS: 14 Riverhill Apt.
20, Menands, New York 12204
WIFE: None
CHILDREN: None
CURREI\'f EMPLOYMENT: Retired
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: Physical
Education instructor and Director of Physi-
cal Education at Menands for 34 years; Soc-
cer and basketball coach for 18 years at
Menands; High School and college soccer
official for 22 years.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWA Y:M To be menanly and physi-
cally prepared to play hard for all practices
and games. Also have proper conduct on
and off the playing field."
William Fuller
YEAR: 1956
DEGREE EARNED: as. in Recreation
OTHER DEGREES: M.S. from Hofstra
university in 1962
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1952-1956
POSmON: Goalie
SOCCER HONORS: None
PRESENT ADDRESS: 49 Woodstream
Drive, Delmar, New York 12054
WIFE: Velma
CHILDR,EN: Neil 32, David 31, Chris 29,
Karen 27.
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: Elemental)'
physical education instructor at Bethlehem
Central School.
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: Served in
U.S. Army for two years; Teacher at Hick-
sville public schools for three years;
Teacher in the Bethelem Central School dis-
trict for 25 years.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWAY: "All members of the team
are important. Games are won in practice
during the week."
Douglas Galke
YEAR: 1972
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Physical
Education
OTHER DEGREES: M.A. in Physical
Therapy from Stanford University in 1975;
M.P.A from North Carolina State in 1982
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1968-1972
POSlllON: Fullback/Midfield
SOCCER HONORS: Outstanding College
Athletes of America, 1972
PRESENT ADDRESS: Route#1 Box
267B, Blowing Rock, North Carolina 28605.
WIFE: Mal)'
CHILDREN: Benjamin 8, Christine 6
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: Director of
Development Evaluation Center in Boone,
North Carolina.
EMPLOYMEI\'T HISTORY: Physical
Therapist for the VCPA in Niagara Falls in
1975; Head Physical Therapist at the
Broome Developmental Services in Bin-
ghamton, 1976-1978; Physical Therapy con-
sultant for the North Carolina Division of
Health and Services, 1978-1982; 1982 to the
present Director of the Developmental
Education center in Boone North Carolina.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWA Y:"Prof Holloway's approach
to coaching provided me with a solid under-
standing of the fundamentals of soc.
cer.More importantly an appreciation of
values such as dedication, personcl achieve-
ment and helping others."
Sid Germain
YEAR: 1971
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Physical
Education
OTHER DEGREES: M.S. from Long Is-
land University in 1976
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1,67-1970
POSlllON: Forward
SOCCER HONORS: None
PRESENT ADDRESS: 163 Holcomb Hill
Road, Averill Park, New York 12018.
WIFE: Bonnie
CHILDREN: Jason 12, Matthew 5, Andrew
3.
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: Teacher at
Schodack Schools and Maple Hill High
School.
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: Teacher at
Minerva Central Schools for three years;
Teacher at Rensselaer County Boces for 10
years; Has been with Schodack Schools for
two years.
BEST LESSO ' LEARl\'ED FROM PROF
HOLLOWAY: "Hard work coupled with
patience almost always produces success:
Michael Gifford
YEAR: 1962
DEGREE EARNED: B.S_ in Physical
Education
OlliER DEGREES: Elemenatry and
Secondary Administartion Certificate.
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1958-1961
POSmON: Halfback
SOCCER HONORS: Second Team All-
State
PRESENT ADDRESS: 130x 74 Tilton
Road, Palatine Bridge, New York 13428
WIFE: Tina
CHILDREN: Kecia 21, Natalie 18, Michael
12, Sean II.
CURRENT EMPLOYMEi'\'T: Physical In-
structor and Coordinator at Fort Plain
Central School.
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: Physical
Education instructor at Fonda-Fultonville
Central Schoo in 1962; Teacher at l lanville
Ohio in 1963; 1964 to the present, physical
education instructor and adrninstrator at
Fort Plain Central School.
I3EST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
I-IOLLOWA Y: 'Things will not go your
way unless you work: to make them go your
way. Take advantage of the skills that you
possess but never take those skills for
granted."
Bob Gould
YEAR: 1974
l)EGREE EARJ'!ED: I1.S. in Physical
Education
01llER DEGREES: M.A.T. in Pysical
Education from North Carolina University
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1971-1973
POSITION: l3ack
SOCCER IIONORS: Team MV\, in 1873
PRESENT ADDRESS: Road 234
Frankforst, New York 13340
WIFE: None
CHILDREN: None
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: Physical
Education instructor and soccer coach at
Mohawk Valley Community College.
EMPLOYMEf'.'f HISTORY: Instructor
and coach Delhi junior college, 1976-1977;
Instructor and soccer coach at Penn State
University 1977-197.9; lias been physcial
education instructor and soccer coach at
Mohawk Valley Community College since
1979_
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWA Y: "Where the joys of coahing
are. After upsetting unbeaten Oneonta
State in 1972, Prof told us after the ga~e
that he would get more enjoyment see 109
us jumping around and cclcbraung than
winning the game:
Walter Guhman
YEAR: 1937
DEGREE EARNED: I3.S_ in Physical
Education
OlliER DEGREES: M_S. from Cortland
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1935-
1936
POSmON: Fullback
SOCCER HONORS: Cortland Red Letter
Award winner in 1935
PRESEi'\'T ADDRESS: P_O_ I30x 442-21
Brook Street, Newark Valley, New York
13811.
WIFE: Emma
CHILDREN: Doanld 48. Glenn 44_
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: Retired
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY, Taught physi-
cal education, health cduc, 'ion and drivers
education for 32 years; Cos-bee baseball
for 27 years; Soccer coach for 13 years; Bas-
ketball coach for 15 years. BEST LESSON
LEARNED FROM PROF HOLLOWAY:
"The support between coach and players.
The coach is a non-playing team member,
he coaches bener when he works with his
senior members to make a better team."
Donald Hall
YEAR: 1948
DEGREE EARNED: S.5. in Physical
Education
OTHER DEGREES: M_S_from Ithaca Col-
lege
CORll.AND SOCCER YEARS: 1946-1948
POSlTlON: Halfback
SOCCER HONORS: None
PRESEi'\'T ADDRESS: ROt 130x 5941.
Utica, New York 13502
WIFE: Marian
CIIILDRE.\f: Barbara 37, Mary 35, Richard
32, Joan 31 and Deborah 26.
CURREi'\'T EMPLOYMENr: Retired
EM\,LOYMEi''T HISTORY: Physical
Education instructor In the Utica City
School District, 1948-1961: General Science
teacher for Utica School District 1962-1966:
1967-1985 was an administrator for Utica
School District; Director of summer camp
program at Camp .\!azarel~ 1956-1975.
BEST LESSON LEARNED I-ROM PROF
IIOLLOWA Y: "The counseling and advice
that prof Holloway gave me as we made
decisions on the branch of service to join in
1942:
Clifford Hughes
YEAR: 1958
DEGREE EARJ'iED: D.S. in Physical
Education
OTIIER DEGREES: M.S. from siena Col-
lege in 1964; M.A. from North Adams Col-
lege in 1968
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1957-1958
POSITION: Forward
SOCCER HONORS: None
PRESENT ADDRESS: 2 Frear Park View,
Troy, New York 12180
WIFE: Lois
CHILDREN: Kim 26, Ron 24
CUIUti:NT EMPLOYMENT: Guidance
Counselor in Albany, New York
EMPLOYMEi'\'T '"Sl-0RY: Physical
Education instructor in Germantown, New
York 1958-1961; Physical Education instruc-
tor in Troy 1961-1964; Since 1964 has been
a guidance counselor in Albany.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
I-IOLLOWA Yr'Practicc should be as close
to game conditions as possible and fun.
Never criticize or talk down to you players:
Phillip Jennison
YEAR: 1940
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Phsyical
Education
OTHER DEGREES: M.S. Syracuse Univer-
sity, 1948; A.B.D. New York University,
1965_
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1936-39
POSmON: Left Halfback
SOCCER HONORS, 1939 team was 7-1;
Beat Springfield College 2-0 when they
were one of the best in country
PRESEi'\'T ADDRESS: 156 Wayne
Avenue, Suffern, New York 10901
WIFE: Antoinette
CHILDREN: --
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: SI. Thomas
Aquinas College, Sparkill, NY, Career
Counseling and Placement Director . 7
years.
EMPLOYMEi'\'T HISTORY: Claims Ad-
juster, Liberty Mutual Insurance Co. I yr.;
US Army, 4 1/2 years active duty, 28 years
in Reserve -- retired as Colonel, Corps of
Engineers; Asst. Professor, English and
Journalism, Publications Advisor, Public
Relations Director, Asst. Soccer Coach,
Cortland College -- 5 years: English
Teacher. Publicity Director, Publications
Advisor -- Mepham, Wantagh (LI) High
Schools -- 7 years; Associate Placement
Director, N.Y.U. and C.W. POSI College .-
8 years: Asst. Superintendent. Iialf I Iollow
Ilills Schools, Melville, NY' - to years;
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
IIOLLOWAY: "Practically nothing is im-
possible with proper coaching. practice on
fundamentals and drive. Sorry I can't make
the dedication. My best to a truly wonderful
person
Dr. Ken Johnson
YEAR,1941
DEGREE EI\ R..l"iED: n.s. in Physical
Education
OTIIER DEGREES: Masters in Educa-
tion. SI. Lawrence, 1944
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS, 1937---11
POSITION: Left Wing
SOCCER IIONORS: Lettered
PRESEi'\'T ADDRESS: 901 Dogwood
Lane, Route 2, Pembroke, N.C. 28372
WlFE: Doris Baumann
C1-IILDIti:N, --
CURREl\'f EMPLOYMENT: Retired;
Prof Emeriti
EMPLOYMEi'\'T HISTORY: Coached
football, basketball and baseball at Dexter
High, N.Y.; Maryville College -- soccer, ten-
nis, asst. basketball, also track, cross
country; Buffalo State - soccer, bascbalf
swimming, tennis; AD. at P.S.U., coached
soccer, wrestling, tennis.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWAY: "Patience, and he had plen-
ty of it. Also, his studious approach to soc-
cer, swimming and gymnastics. He was my
best professor without a doubt. He richly
deserves the new SOCcer field being named
after him. I regret Icannot attend."
Edward Joseph
YEAR: 1960
DEGREE EARNED: BS. in Physical
Education
OTHER DEGREES: __
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1957-59
POSITION: Forward
SOCCER HONORS: __
PRESENT ADDRESS: 7140 County Road
34, Naples, N.Y. 14512
WIFE: Joyce
CHILDREN: Kim 25, Mike 24, Jell 23,
Kelli 17
CURREi'H' EMPLOYMENT: Sales
Manager
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: Taught live
years - coached basketball; Sales ~ Xerox
and two other companies - 18 years; Self-
employed - sporting goods company _ (197\-
78).
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWA Y: "The spirit 01 life. The
ability 10 stand back and look at yourself,
your life, your goals, and then plan a
strategy to attain happiness."
Dr. Andrew C. Kerfut
YEAR: 1961
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Physical
Education
OTI,ER DEGREES: M.A., Fairfield
University, 1966j M.Ed., Tecahcrs College
Columbia University, 1976; Ed.D., Tecahcrs
College Columbia University, 1977.
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1958-60
POSITION: Fullback/Halfback
SOCCER HONORS: __
PRESENT ADDRESS: 22 Sunset Drive,
Croton-an-Hudson, N.Y. 10520
WIFE: Georgianna
CHILDREN: George 20, Denise 18, Jen-
nifer 17
CURRENT EMPLOYMEI\'T: Principal, Ir-
vington Middle School
EMPLOYMEI\'T HISTORY: 1961-63, P.E.
and 5th Grade, Cannel, N.Y.; 1903-68,
Montrose, N.Y.; 1968-70, Guidance Coun-
selor and, 1970-77, Assistant Principal, at
Blue Mov-uain Middle School, Peekskill,
N.Y.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWAY: "In order to reach or ex-
ceed your expectations in life, you must
learn your own capabilities, optimize them
and work with others to improve the collec-
tive efforts and outcomes of your
team/school/organizauon."
AI Kise
YEAR: 1957
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. In Physical
Education
OTI-IER DEGREES: M.S. In Physical
Education, Cortland
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1949-50,
1955-56
POSITION: Wing
SOCCER HONORS: __
PRESENT ADDRESS: 103 Amber Beach
Road, Marietta, N.Y. 13110
WIFE: Freda
CHILDREN: George 33, Preston 32
CURRENT EMPLOYMEI\'T: P.E. teacher
-Skaneateles
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: 1957-60 Rich-
burg Central School; 1960-61 Sylvania
Electric; 1961-66 Wayland Central School;
1966-prcsent Skaneateles Central School.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
I-IOLLOWA Y: "High ideals and prcfcs-
sionalisrn. Much of my Self-concept, coach-
ing philosophy and high ideals were
fostered from the model he presented to us
all."
Ralph Kleinspehn
YEAR: 1948
DEGREE EARi'lED: B.S. in Physical
Education
OTHER DEGREES: M.Ed., University 01
North Carolina, 1954; Ed.D., Cornell
University, 1970
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1946-47
POSITION: Center Forward, Halfback
SOCCER HONORS: __
PRESENf ADDRESS: 103 Main Street.
Fillmore, N.Y. 14735
WIFE: Rose Marie
CHILDREN: Karen 33, Kim 31
CURRENT EMPLOYMEI\T: Retired
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: Taught in
Filmmore for 32 years . 7 years physical
education, 25 years. elementary administra-
tion.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWA Y: "His emphasis on condition-
ing. Although his training rules were vel)'
liberal, he expected 110 percent for 60
minutes. I'll always remember the white
painted ball for our after sunset scrim-
mages."
Henry Kreutzer
YEA,,: 1952
DEGREE EARNED: B.5. in Physical
Education
OTIIER DEGREES: M.A., Teachers COl-
lege, Columbia University
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1950-51
POSmON: Forward
SOCCER HONORS: __
PRESENT ADDRESS: 26 Starlight Drive,
East ISlip, N.Y. 11730
WIFE: Dorothy
CHILDREN: Kim 31, Stephen 29, Karen 26
CURREI\'T EMPLOYMENT: Director 01
Physical Education, Health and Athletics _
East Islip Public Schools
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: Marine
Corps 1952-54; Employed at East Islip 1955
- present.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWA Y: "The physical capabilities 01
an individual arc beyond what you might
believe."
Wade G. Lange
YEAR: 1951
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Health and
Physical Education
OTHER DEGREES: M.S., Cortland
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1950-51
POSITION: Left Wing
SOCCER HONORS: High Scorer in 1951.
PRESEI\'T ADDRESS: c/o P.O. Box 6390,
Hilton Head, S.c. 29938
WifE: Deceased
CI-IILDREN: 1I01ly 23, Beth 21, Kimberly
18
CUIUUOI\'!' EMPLOYMEI\'T: Retired
EMI'LOYMEI\'T HISTORY: Teacher and
coach - l Iuruington (NY) School District 3
( 1954-86).
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWA Y: "Pride in oneself. Pride in
school."
David Loomis
YEAR: 1972
DEGIUOE EARNED: I3.S. in Physical
Education
OTHER DEGIUOES: M.S., 1977
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1969-71
POSITION: __
SOCCER HONORS: __
PRESEI\'!' ADDRESS, P.O. Box 23, North
Pitcher, N.Y. 13124
WIFE: Kai
CI-IILDIUON: Michael 11, Emily 6.
CURRENT EMPLOYMEI\'T: Otselic Val-
ley Central School
EMPLOYMEI\'T HISTORY: Taught
junior high science/health for 3 years; then
physical education. Assumed AD. position
in 1979. Varsity baseball coach since 1977.
.r.v. basketball coach 1979-87. Varsity bas-
ketball coach 1987. Junior high soccer
coach 1974-87.
I3ESf LESSON LEARi'\lED FROM PROF
HOLLOWAY: "You will gel out of soccer
what you put into it. And that the same can
(and should) be said for every aspect of
your life."
Jim Lucey
YEAR: 1955
DEGREE EARNED: 8.S. in Physical
Education
OTHER DEGREES: Masters in Guidance
from 51. Bonaventure, 1962
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1953-55
POSmON: Inside
SOCCER HONORS: __
PRESENT ADDRESS: Route 1, Westman
Road, Bemus Point, N.Y. 14712
WIFE: Diane
CHILDREN: Cheryl 29, Patti 28, Michele
25, Christine 22.
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: P.E.
Bemus Point Central School
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: U.S. Army _
2 years; Falconer Central School P.E. _ 1
year; Bemus Point Central School - 29 years.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWAY: __
Cornelious Lynch
YEAR: 1957
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Physical
Education
OTHER DEGREES: M.S., Cortland Col-
lege
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1955-56
POSITION: Fullback
SOCCER HONORS: --
PRESENT ADDRESS: Box ]]2A, RO #3,
Cooperstown, N.Y. 13326
WIFE: Carole
CHILDREN: Nancy 28, Joanne 27, Tom
26, Scot t 23.
CURRE~'f EMPLOYMENT: Asst. Profes-
sor of Physical Education, SUNY -On eon Ia
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: 1957-67 -
Spackenkill School District, Poughkeepsie,
N.Y.; 1967-prescnl, State University CoI-
-e.Dnconra.
bt:ST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOW/\. Y: "Honesty and sincerity are
two delicate virtues that one should carry
through life. Prof Holloway has always had
them."
Bill Lynch
YEAR: 1962
DEGREE EARNED: D.S. in Physical
Education
OTHER DEGREES: M.S. in Education,
Hunter College, 1973
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1959-61
POSITION: Forward
SOCCER IIONORS: --
PRESENT ADDRESS: 55 Manors Drive.
Jericho, N.Y. 11753
WIFE: Angela
CHILDREN: Timothy Damon 10, Matthew
Devin 8 (both play soccer)
CURRET\'f EMPLOYMENT: Special
Agent, F.B.I.
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: Li.-Capt.,
U.S. Marine Corps - 1962-65; Elementary
Physical Education Teacher - 1966; Junior
High Physical Education - 1967: Special
Agent, F.B.I. - 1967.present.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWAY: ~I was in the old P.E. build-
ing several days before graduation, and the
place was deserted. I didn't know Prof was
behind me. All I knew was there were a lot
of trophies in that trophy case and my
name wasn't on any of them. He surprised
me when he spoke and we chatted briefly.
He wished me luck, but as I turned to
leave, he said, 'Bill, I'm sony that I didn't
get out of you what I think was in you.'
Funny, but J never thought he'd failed !!l£,
so his words touched me deeply. Over the
years, the poignancy of that moment has
been reborn many times. And each time,
whatever I've been doing, I've tried a little
harder. When this game is over, I want my
trophy in that case."
Lou Mairs
YEAR· 1942
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Physical
Education
OTHER DEGREES: --
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1940-41
POSmON: Fullback
SOCCER HONORS: MVP (Red Leiter).
1941 season we lost one game and beat Cor-
nell and Colgate in the same week. The lat-
ter was Mid-Atlantic champs. According to
Prof, we would have been third or fourth in
the country.
PRESENT ADDRESS: 31 Linden Street,
Avon, N.Y. 14414
WIFE: Joyce
CHILDREN: Sharon, Neil
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: Retired
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: General
Foods - Quality Control, Marketing, Sales.
BEST LESSON LEARJ\iED FROM PROF
I IOLLOWA Y: "Don't try to remember
facts and figures. remember where to look
them up. How to break down a skill, teach
by progression, speak softly, keep a low
profile. Don't butt your head against a
stone wall when there is a gate inches away.
Relax whenever possible, etc. (It would be
interesting to know what percentage of sec-
cer letterwinners had never played before
Cortland. J had never even seen a game).
David Maloney
YEAR: 1965
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Physical
Education
OTHER DEGREES: --
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1961-65
POSlTION: Inside
SOCCER IIONORS: SUNY AC Ail-Star,
1964-65.
PRESENT ADDRESS, 241 Floribel
Avenue, San Anselmo, CA 94960
Wlf'E: Tebby George '64
CHILDREN: --
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: Entertainer,
singer, songwriter.
EMPLOYMEJ\rr HISTORY: Onondaga
Central Schools, Physical Education - 1965-
69; Professional singing partnership, "Reilly
and Maloney" - 18 years; Owner of Freckle
Records, Seattle, Washington.
BEST LESSON LEARJ\iED FROM PROF
I-IOLLOWAY: "Prof Holloway taught
many fine coaching techniques: Iundarnen-
tals that build a complete player; hold posi-
tion on the ficld so thai the team concept is
alW"JYS dependable; and anack the ball
relentlessly. But the most important lesson
I ever learned from Prof is one that still
stands today. It was the lesson of his ex-
ample as a sportsman. Prof Holloway al-
ways treated his players, as well as opposing
players and coaches, with dignity and
respect. This lesson of the "true sportsman"
was the greatest gift thai Prof holloway
gave 10 me and it has served me well in my
I~fe. I will always be grateful. Congratula-
nons, Prof! (I will be singing a concert in
New Jersey on the evening of OCL 17th and
therefore am unable to attend the dcdica.
tion ceremonies. I will, however, be there in
spirit).
George J. McCabe
YEAR: 1955
DEGREE EARJ'IED: B.S. in Physical
Education
OTI-IER DEGREES: M.A. from Pepper-
dine University
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1951-55
POSITION: Halfback
SOCCER HONORS: All-State in 1954
Honorable Mention All-America in 1955. '
PRESENT ADDRESS: 120 Country Club
Lane, Oxford, Ohio 45056
WIFE: Barbara
CHILDREN: Lynne 27, Jennifer 26,
George 21, Kathy 16
CURRET\'f EMPLOYMENT: Naval
Science Instructor at Liule Miami High
School
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: Retired from
Navy, as a Commander, in May, 1977, after
22 years in Naval Science.
BEST LESSON LEARJ\iED FROM PROF
HOLLOWA Y: "On the field, Prof was al-
W2j"S in control of himself and he was a
good model to emulate. He was fair with
his players and the rest of the student body.
Off the field, he was a true gentleman and I
had a great deal of respect for him. I wish
him well and I am proud to have known
him. The Holloway Field dedication is a
wonderful occasion and well deserved for
such an outstanding individual as Professor
Holloway.
Shawn E. McDonald
YEAR: 1975
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Physical
Education
OTHER DEGREES: M.S., Physical Educa-
tion, Florida International University, 1978
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1971-74
posrnON: Left Outside Back
SOCCER HONORS: Red Dragon Award
(MVP) in 1974.
PRESET\'f ADDRESS: Box I I.S. 54. Route
3, Farmville, VA 23901
WIFE: Suzanne
CI-IlLDREN, --
CURRET\'f EMPLOYMEi\T: Soccer
Coach, Hampden-Sydney College
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: Florida Inter-
national U. graduate assistant - 1977; Dean
Junior COllege, soccer and lacrosse coacb .
1978-81; SUj\ry·Stony Brook, head soccer
coach and P.E. instructor - 1981-87;
Hampden-Sydney College, head soccer and
asst. lacrosse coach, 1987.
BEST LESSON LEARJ'IED FROM PROF
HOLLOWAY: "You don't practice some-
thing like shooting and missing. You get
close enough to be successful, then move
away for a bigger challenge. Don't practice
missing."
Lawrence McFee
YEAR: 1947
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Physical
Education
OTHER DEGREES: "
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1945
PosmON: Second String Wing
SOCCER HONORS: Lettered in 1945
season.
PRESENT ADDRESS: RD. #1, Box A I,
Sharon Springs, N.Y. 13459
WIFE: Henrietta Turnbull '47
CHILDREN: Margaret 37, Nancy 35, Ed-
ward 33, Laura 31
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: Retired
EMPLOYMEi\'T HISTORY: Retail Build-
ing Materials, 1948-83.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWAY: "There were many lessons
to be learned from Professor Holloway's
lifestyle, but one statement made by him
seems to stand out, 'Age is a matter of at-
titude and muscle tone.' I hope to remain
'young' for many more years."
Don McGraw
YEAR: 1952
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Physical
Education
OTHER DEGREES:--
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1950-51
POSITION: Left Wing
SOCCER HONORS: __
PRESEi\'T ADDRESS: 81 Sheridan Drive,
New Canaan, CF 06840
WIFE: Beverly
CHILDREN: Kevin 30, Tim 27
CUAAEi\T EMPLOYMEi\'T: Retired
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: U.S. Army
2 years; Troy, N.Y. Teacher - 1 year; Inr..1 .
32 years.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
lIOLLOWA Y: "Believe in yourself and be
consistent."
James McGuidwin
YEAR: 1963
DEGREE EARNED: n.s. in Physical
Education
OTI-IER DEGREES: M.S., University of
Bridgeport
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1960-62
POSITION: Midfield/Forward
SOCCER HONORS: All-America, 1962
PRESENT ADDRESS: 23 Cottonwood
Lane, Pittsford, N.y., 14534
WIFE: Leslie
CHILDREN: Andrew 19, Molly 17
CURREi\'T EMPLOYMEi\'T: Monroe
Community College
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: University of
Bridgeport - Student Affairs; SUf\TY-
Onconta . Admissions Staff; Monroe Com-
munity COllege - Director of Corporate Ser-
vices.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWAY: "Prof was always a
gentleman. A man who conforms to high
standards of behavior. A man who leads by
example."
Chuck Meisenzahl
YEAR: 1949
DEGREE EARNED: IJS. in Health &
Physical Education
OTHER DEGREES: Masters of Health &
Physical Education, Brockport, 1958; Secon-
dary Administration, University of
ROChester, 1985.
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1945- 9
POSITION: Forward/Halfback
SOCCER HONORS: Lettered all four
years in soccer: Received the Red "C"; 1949
All-Star Game.
PRESEi\T ADDRESS: 215 Sibley Road.
Iioneoye Falls, N.Y. 14472
WIFE: Sally Shipton Meisenzahl
CHILDREN: Mary Louise (Muffy) - 1974
Cortland gradute
CURREi\'T EMPLOYMENr: Retired
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: Tauget I'.E.,
llcalth, Driver's Ed, and was Asst. Prin-
cipal of Junior/Senior Iligh at Honeoye
Falls-Lima Central School for 32 years
(1949-81). Coached soccer, basketball.
baseball. track and tennis.
IJESr LESSON LEAIU,ED FROM PROF
IIOLLOWAY: "To treat all students with
respect and instill in them a sense of pride
and confidence in themselves, thcir fellow
players, opponents. as well as the officials.
Fair play is the name of the game whether
ir be spon or life itself."
Gary Montalto
YEAR: 1974
DEGREE EARl'\'ED: B.S. in Physical
education
OTIIER DEGREES: Masters, Western
Connecticut State
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1971-72
POSITION: Manager
SOCCER HONORS: Attended every prac-
tice and game with Prof for his last two
years before retirement.
PRESEf\T ADDRESS: 4 Patriot Circle.
Poughkeepsie, N.Y. 12603
WIFE: Sue Ann
C1IILDREN: Gregory 8. Danicl6, Tricia 3.
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: Arlington
Central School, Poughkcepic, N.Y.
EMPLOYMEi\'T HISTORY: Elementary
P.E. job in Arlington School District, 1976;
Moved to Middle School P.E. at Arlington,
1982; 1977~78 Jayvee Soccer Coach; 1979-
present, Varsity Soccer Coach.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
IIOLLOW A Y: "I always noticed Profs en-
thusiasm, even in his last two years of teach-
ing and coaching. I've tried to do the same
thing in my teaching and coaching because
it's contagious to the students and players.
With that type of environment, they're
bound to have more fun."
Rexford J. Morse
YEAR: 1940
DEGREE EARNED: Health &
Education
Physical
OTHER DEGREES: B.A., San Jose State
(CA), 1946; M.S., Syracuse U., Counseling
and Guidance, 1948.
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1936, 1938
POSITION: Halfback
SOCCER HONORS: --
PRESEi\'T ADDRESS: 216 Herbison
Avenue, North Port, FL 34287
WIFE: Shirley Myntcr '39
CHILDREN: Nancy 38, Sally 36, Roger 34,
lauric 32
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: Retired in
1976
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: U.S.M.C.;
Math and Science teacher at Cloverdale
(CA) Union High School; Counselor _
Syracuse University, Director of Guidance,
Dundee Central School; New York Stale
Ed. Dept. Bureau of Guidance; Shared
Guidance Counsetor • SI. Lawrence County
o.O.C.E.S.; Principal and Guidance Coun-
selor for Madison-Oneida County
B.O.C.E.S.
IJESr LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
1I0LLOWA Y: "Physical conditioning and
rclaxation!l!"
Don Neff
YEAR: 1939
DEGREE EARNED:. B.S. in Physical
Education
OTHER DEGREES: Masters, Albany
State, 1951
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1936-38
POSITION: Left IlalffCenter Iialf
SOCCER HONORS: Red Letter, 1938.
PRESEi\'T ADDRESS: 5509 Clark
Avenue, Bethel Park, PA 15102
WI FE: Shi rlcy '41
CHILDREN: Bob 47, Bill 39, Cherie 44.
CURRENI' EMPLOYMEi\'T: Retired
from Marines.
EMPLOYMENr HISTORY: Taught and
coached in New York - 14 years; Insurance
business in Pittsburgh • 10 years; Recalled
to Marine Corps in 1965; Retired from
Marine Corps in 1973 (same year as Prof).
IJESr LESSON LEARNED rRuM PROF
HOLLOWA Y: 'I was 18 years old. My
father had died when I was three. I needed
someone desperately. He filled the need.
father, coach, companion, good guy. He did
it all. I've always been grateful!"
Philip Newton
YEAR: 1937
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Physical
Education
OTHER DEGREES: M.S., New York
University, 1949.
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1934-36
POSITION: Right Inside Forward
SOCCER HONORS: 1936 Red Letter
Award
PRESEi\'T ADDRESS: RD #1, Box 373,
Lake Luzerne, N.Y. 12846
WIFE: Ruth (deceased)
CHILDREN: John 43, Doris 31.
CURREi\'T EMPLOYMENT: Part-time
real estate saleman
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY:1937-42 P.E.
teacher in Hawthorne, N.Y.; 19424(;, U.S.
Anny; 1946-47, P.E. Hawthorne; 1947~1
District Principal, Hawthorne; 1%1-66 Prin~
cipal, Junior High, Mt. Pleasant Qnlral;
1966-73, Elementary Principal, Mt. Pleasant.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWAY: "Never stop trying."
Don A. Nichols
YEAR; 1952
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Physical
Education
OTHER DEGREES: M.B.A., University of
Denver (CO), 1958
CORTI.AND SOCCER YEARS: 1948-52
POSmON: Outside Left
SOCCER HONORS: Olympic try-out.
PRESENT ADDRESS: 2800 South Univer-
sity, Unit 167, Denver, Colorado 80210
WIFE: Mal)'
CHILDREN: David 27, Patty 26, Jay 21.
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: Self-
employed
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: 1952-56, U.S.
Marines Fighter Pilot, discharged Captain;
1956-58, Grad Sehool, University of Den-
ver; 1959~, Carter OillHumble Oil; 1965-
67 Self-employed oil business; 1967-85,
Gccty Oil Co., retired Vice President Ac-
quisition and New Ventures; 1986.prcsenl,
self-employed oil and mining business.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
H" LLOWAY; "Prof Holloway taught me
to keep the head on straight and to think
and act accordingly when pressure is
present. Prof Holloway proved 10 be a real
pro in his profession. I am proud and
pleased to have been able to participate in
his program."
John E. Nyilis
YEAR: 1959
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Physical
Education
OlliER DEGREES: M.S. in Physical
Education, Indiana University, 1960.
CORTI.AND SOCCER YEARS: 1958-59
POSmON: Center HalfbacklRight
Halfback
SOCCER HONORS: --
PRESENT ADDRESS: 16 SI. Clair Drive,
Delmar, N.Y. 12054
WIFE: Maureen
CHILDREN: John F. 25, Michael J. 24,
Mal)'T. 23, Colleen A. 21, Thomas E. 17.
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: Teacher and
coach, Bethlehem Central School, Delmar,
N.Y.
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: Sehuylerville
H.S., 1960~1; South Glens Falls High H.S.,
1961~2. Bethlehem Central H.S., 1962-
present; driver education teacher, cross
country coach, 1962-prescnt; wrestling
coach, 1962-65; private tennis teacher
during summers.
Ed Ozaroski
YEAR: 1968
DEGREE EARNED: BSE. in Physical
Education
ornzn DEGREES: M.A., Ball State
University, 1970.
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1964~
POSmON: Halfback/Forward
SOCCE:, HONORS: Three varsity letters.
PRE.;ENT ADDRESS: RD #3, Box 45,
Central Square, N.Y. 13036
WIFE: Nancy 'oY
CHILDREN: Seen 15, Heather 12, Paige 5.
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: Physical
education teacher and SOCcercoach, North
Syracuse Central Schools.
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: P.E. teacher
at MI. Upton Central Sehool, 1968.{j9; Soc-
cer coach and Graduate Assistant in P.E. at
Ball State University, 1969-70; P.E. tecaher
and varsity soccer coach in Auburn, N.Y.,
1970-71; P.E. teacher and soccer coach in
North Syracuse Central Schools, 1971-
present.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWAY: ~Don't ever let your op-
ponent take your mind off the task at hand
on the soccer field. For then he has dis-
tracted you just enough to gain an ad-
vantage. Also, is you analyze a skill, then
work real hard to change your bad habits.
You can improve on that skill. Also, don't
stand up when you can sit down. Don't sit
down when you can sit down with your feel
up. Don't sit down and put your feet up
when you can lie down. Don't tie down
when you can lie down and go to sleep."
C. Frederick Pierson
YEAR: 1940
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Physical
Education
OTHER DEGREES: MS. in Education,
Guidance and Administration, AJfred
University, 1952.
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1936-39
POSmON: Inside Left Forward
SOCCER HONORS: --
PRESEN~' ADDRESS: 721 Canton
Avenue, Lehigh Acres, florida 33936
WIFE: Thelma E. Pierson
CHILDREN: Teresa Kay J lalimen 40, Jerry
Joe Pierson 37.
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: Retired
School Superintendent in 1979.
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: P.E. and
Coach at Bloomfield Central, 1940-44; En-
sign, U.S. Navy, 1944-46; Health and P.E.,
Coach, Guidance and Vice-Principal at Gor-
ham Central, 1946-58; Supervising Principal
School Superintendent at Savona Central,
1958-79.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWAY: ~Prof used to say 'It's all up
here,' as he pointed 10 his head. If you
think you can do it, you can. He was a great
believer in the psychology of winning. We
had some great teams in 1939 and 1940.~
Thomas E. Prevet
YEAR: 1965
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Physical
Education
OTHER DEGREES: M.S. in Physical
Education, Ithaca College, 1967; Ed.D. in
Health Sciences, University of Buffalo, 1975.
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1961.{j2,
1964
POSmON: Wing Striker/Goalkeeper
SOCCER HONORS: --
PRESENT ADDRESS: 40 Pettit Place, Cas-
sadaga, N.Y. 14718
WIFE: Carol (Accarino) '65
CHILDREN: Christopher 16, Jill 11
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: Associate
Prpfessor, SUNY College at Fredonia
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: Two years as
high schhol teacher at Connetquot High
and at Centereach High on Long Island;
Physical Education instructor, asst. varsity
soccer coach and freshman baseball coach
at Ithaca College, one year, Teacher and
coach at SUNY College at Fredonia, 20
years. Varsity soccer coach, 1968-84. Cur-
rently, tennis coach and sports information
director.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWA Y: "He taught me a love and
appreciation for a game that I had never
seen before entering college. 1 pursued a
master's degree in physical education in
order to catch that game on a college level.
I felt it to be a real honor to coach against
Prof in the SUiVYAC Conference for a few
years before he retired."
Leonard T. Quinn
YEAR 1949
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Physical
Education
orusa DEGREES: M.A., Columbia
University; Social Studies Certificate,
University of Buffalo/Alfred; Social Studies
Doctorate, Temple University.
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 194748
POSITION: Fullback
SOCCER HONORS: Lettered
PRESENT ADDRF...5S: 125 Morningside
Circle, Wayne, PA 19087
WIFE: Helen
CHILDREN: Joe 34, Robert 32, Mal)' 28,
Catharine 26.
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: Retired,
U.S. Army/Teaching
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: U.S. Army,
Ret. Captain, Infantry, Valley Forge
Military Academy, Wayne PA. Professor of
History. Soccer and track coach - 20 years.
BEST LESSON LEARJ'lED FROM PROF
HOLLOWA Y: ~A professional and a
gentleman."
Timothy Ramsey
YEAR: 1973
DEGREE EARNED: BSE. in Physical
Education
OTHER DEGREES: A.A.S from Paul
Smith's College in 1970, M.S. from
Cortland in 1975.
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1971-1972
POSmON: Fullback
SOCCER HONORS: None
PRESENT ADDRESS: Physical Education
Department Slippery Rock University, Slip-
pery Rock, Pennsylvania
WIFE: None
CHILDREN: None
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: Physical
Education instructor Slippery Rock Univer-
sity
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: New Yoork
State Division for Youth Higher Horizons
Programs, 1975-1978; Field Supervisor for
the Adirondack Institute at Skidmore Col-
lege; Recreation instructor at Ithaca Col-
lege 1982 to 1985; Instructor at Slippery
Rock 1986 to the present.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOW AY: "The value of listening and
patience." .
Paul Reh
YEAR: 1975
DEGREE EARNED: B.S.E in Physical
Education
OTHER DEGREES: M.S. from Southern
Connecticut; C.AS. in Education Ad-
ministration from SUNY New Paltz.
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1971-1974
POSITION: Defense
SOCCER HONORS: Most Improved
Palyer on 1975 team
PRESENT ADDRESS: 8 Beth Place, Mid-
dletwon, New York 10940
WIFE: Alice
CHILDREN: Meredith 8, Michael 7
CURRE1\'f EMPLOYMENT: High School
Principal in Chester, New York
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: Coach and
Physical Education instructor in Brewster
for two years; Physical Education instructor
an coach at Chester elementary for 9 years;
1986 to the present principal in Chester
New York
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWAY: "How to use imagination in
a telling a story to illustrate a point in teach-
ing:
Fred Richert
YEAR: 1941
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Physical
Education
OTHER DEGREES: M.A. in 1947 from
Columbia University; IN 1950 earned a
professional degree from Columbia Univer-
sity.
CORTLAND SOCCER YEAR:S: 1938-1940
POSmON: Halfback
SOCCER HONORS: Second Team All-
State in 1940
PRESENT ADDRESS: 2341 Rutledge
Way, Stockton California- 95207
WIFE: Lila
CHILDREN: Erika 30, Carla 29
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: Retired
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: Marriage
Counselor for Family Caourt in Toledo
Ohio in 1952-1967; Family Court Depart-
ment Head 1964·1967;
1967 to 1984 was marriage counselor for su-
perior court in Stockton California.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWA Yr'Pror never chewed out out
ore even directly criticize any of his players
performance as players. He practiced posi-
tive thinking with excellent results before it
became well known."
Robert Ridall
YEAR: 1959
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Physical
Education
OTHER DEGREES:M.S. from Cortland in
1965
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1956-1958
POSITION: Halfback
SOCCER HONORS: None
PRESENT ADDRESS: R.R.#3 Box 59A,
Watertown, New York 13601
WIFE: --
CHILDREN: Kimberly 21, Terri Anne 17
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: Watertown
City School District
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: Physical
Education instructor and coach for 29 years
at Watertown; Instituted both boys and
girls varsity soccer programs at Watertown
Senior High School. Coached boys and girls
soccer and varsity soccer coach for 25 years.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWA Y: 10 encourage and never
discourage the youth while learning how to
play soccer."
Paul Rose
YEAR: 1967
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Physical
Education
OTHER DEGREES: M.E.D. from Penn
State in 1973
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1964·1966
POSmON: Forward
SOCCER HONORS: Red Letter Award
winner in 1965 and 1966. AIl·SUNY AC and
All-State in 1965 and 1966. Leading SCOrer
in SUNY AC in 1966.
PRESE1\'f ADDRESS: 8 Hamilton Street,
Hamilton New York 13346
WIFE: Jeanne
CHILDREN: Brian 17, Christopher 14
CURRE1\'f EMPLOYMENT: SUNY-Mor-
risville Admissions and Lacrosse Coach
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: Clarkson Col-
lege coaching soccer, Wrestling and
lacrosse 1968·1970; Junior Varsity soccer
coach at Geneseo in 1970, lacrosse coache
from 1970-1980, and wrestling caoch 1971-
1978 at Geneseo; Soccer and lacrosse coach
at Colgate University 1980-1985.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWAY: "Tolerance and under-
standing when working with young men. A
team is only as strong as it's weakest player
and they deserve as much attention as the
strongest."
Harold Rothstein
YEAR:1940
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Physical
Education
OTHER DEGREES: B.S. in Pharmacy,
University of Buffalo
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1937-39
POSITION: Fullback
SOCCER HONORS: --
PRESENT ADDRESS: 1805 Westfall
Road, Rochester, N.Y. 14618
WIFE: Sonne
CHILDREN: Sharon, Debra
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: Retired
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: May 1941
Nov. 1945, Service; Pittsford Lernthal Phar-
macy - Owner.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWAY: "Develop basics. Stick with
ability. Concentrate."
David Schletter
YEAR: 1967
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Physical
Education
OTHER DEGREES:--
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1963-65
POSITION: Defense
SOCCER HONORS: All-SUNYAC, 1964
PRESENT ADDRESS: 17 Marycrest Road,
West Nyack, N.Y. 10994
WIrE: Jeraldine
CHILDREN: Jessica 12
CuRRENT EMPLOYMENT: Teacher,
Pearl River Schools
EMI'LOYME1\'f HISTORY: Elementary
P.E. Pearl River Schools since 1967. 14
years coaching soocer at Pearl River.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOW AY: "To play hard, be competi-
tive, but appreciate the beauty of the game
of soccer. ~
Edward Schmitt
YEAR: 1958
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Physical
Education
OTHER DEGREES: M.S., Cortland, 1966
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1956-57
POSl'nON: Midfield
SOCCER HONORS: --
PRESENT ADDRESS: 315 MOll Road,
Fayetteville, N.Y. 13066
WIFE: Linda
CHILDREN: Amy, Mark
CURRENT EMPLOYME1\'f: Fayetteville-
Manlius Schools, and national soccer camp
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: Andes
Central School 1958-60, Rondout Valley
Central 1961-62, East Irondequoit Schools
1962-65, Fayetteville-Manlius 1965-present.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWA Y: "Showing a true concern for
players you will develop a life-long al-
legiance."
Charles P. Schuch
YEAR: 1949
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Physical
Education
OTHER DEGREES: Physical Therapy,
Stanford University; M.S., University of
Pennsylvania
CORlLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1948
POSmON: Manager
SOCCER HONORS:--
PRESENf ADDRESS: Route 5, Box 210,
Chapel Hill, .c. 27514
WIFE: Hope
CHILDREN: Three sons, 32, 30 and 29
years of age.
CURRENf EMPLOYMENf: Associate
Professor, University of North Carolina
EMPLOYMENf HISTORY: 1951-54,
Several clinical positions as a physical
therapist; 1954-70, Director of a rehabilita-
tion center in Raleigh, N.C.; 1970-present,
faculty at University of North Carolina -
former department chairman.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWA Y: "l. Pride in one's name and
national origin. 2. Democracy at work. 3.
Honesty and integrity. Prof Holloway was,
and ~, one of my all-time favorite people
that I have encountered in education.
Please tell him I regret I can't be there:
Otis Sennett
YE" R: 1949
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. In Physical
Education
OTHER DEGREES: M.S., Cortland
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1946-48
PO~_ nON: Right Fullback
SOCCER HONORS:--
PRESENf ADDRESS: 17 Salina Street,
Baldwinsville, N.Y. 13027
WIfE: Agnes
CHILDREN: Tim 30, Mal)' 29, Brian 28,
John 26, Helen 23.
CURRENf EMPLOYMENT: NYSPHAA
Section IIf
EMPLOYMENf HISrORY: Baldwinsville
Central School, 1949-84 -- athletic director
from 1954·84; Section III Executive Direc-
tor, 1984-present.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWA Y: "Enjoy your work:
Richard G. Shevalier
YEAR: 1946
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Physical
Education
OTHER DEGREES: M.A., Columbia
University Teachers College
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: t940-42
pOSmON, Inside Right
SOCCER HONORS: Led team in scoring
during senior year.
PRESENT ADDRESS: 430 Venice Beach
Park Blvd., Venice, FL 34285
WIFE: Joan (First wife: Pearl - Deceased)
CHILDREN: Richard 39, Linda 36
CURRENf EMPLOYMENT: Retired
EMPLOYMENf HISTORY: Taught 28
years at Southwestern Central School in
Jamestown, N.Y.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWAY: "Prof T. Fred took a group
of mediocre soccer players from the Col-
lege and molded them into great teams
every year I prayed. He taught fair play and
the aggressive spirit. Made men out of
boys. One year we played Springfield Col-
lege. They had three All-Americas. We
held them to a 0-0 tie in two cvertimes at
Springfield College. T. Fred is a great man
first and secondly a great coach. It was an
honor and a privilege for me to play for T.
Fred and Cortland State College:
Norman G. Sigrist
YEAR: 1955
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Physical
Education
OTHER DEGREES: 1971, American in-
stitute of Banking; University of Buffalo
Basic General Banking Certificate.
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1954·55
PosmON: Halfback
SOCCER HONORS: Small team letter.
PRESENT ADDRESS: 230 Hilltop Drive,
I30x 27, Elma, N.Y. 14059
WIFE: Ferne A.
CHILDREN: Laurie 25
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: Tenney
Lumber Co. Inc - Store Manager
EMPLOYMENT HISrORY: U.S. Navy;
Norstar Bank Group (Formerly Liberty Na-
ticnal Bank and Trust Co.) - Retired.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWAY: "During my senior year in
Prof I [alloway's Advanced Stunts & Tum-
bling Course, one of my classmates - nearly
twice my size - was having trouble getting
off the floor. Having been on the gymnas-
tics team, he asked me to be his bottom
man in the two-man stunts he needed to
perform in order to comple.te the c~urse. I
said I would help and when II came nmc for
the moment of truth, Prof 1-1. looked at the
unlikely pair and said two things to me,
sensing my apprehension: ~1) 'you are not
the one being graded at this time. and (2)
concentrate your effort on the desired out-
come and not on the size of the task. We
took numerous deep breaths and my
classmate graduated with the rest of us. I've
carried thought #2 through the years and
applied it many times. when the task ahead
loomed very large but the desired result
was more important -- and more times than
not it was achieved. Thanks Prof. Holloway
for the insight to focus and channel the ef-
fort for the best results:
Herbert J. Slutsky
YEAR: 195t
DEGREE EARNED: S.5.E. in Physical
Education
OTHER DEGREES: M.A.. Syracuse. 1960
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1947-51
POSmON: Goalie
SOCCER HONORS: Lettered in 1950 and
I~l. 0.
PRESENT ADDRESS: 15 Center nve,
Roslyn, N.Y. 11576
WlFE: Helen
CHILDREN: Julie 32, Robert 30 .
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT, Retired
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: U.S. .Army
1951-53; Community Center - Cincinnati.
OH, 1953-55; Self-Employed 1955-57; Tully-
Fabius Central Schools 1957-60; Roslyn
High School - 23 years as assistant prin-
cipal, 1960-86.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWAY: "impossible to type Prof.
He was a man who had so much to offer
nOI only for his knowledge of the game but
for the truly great pc~on he is:
Robert W. Springer
YEAR: 1943
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Physical
Education
OTIIER DEGREES: M.S., In Health
Education, Cortland
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS, 1940-42
POSmON: Goalie
SOCCER HONORS: Red Letter in Soccer,
Captain.
PRESENf ADDRESS: 5055 Bishop Road,
Homer, N.Y. 13077
WIFE: Ruth Jennison Springer
CHILDREN: Susan 39, Cynthia 36, Marilyn
34, Janet 30
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: Retired, but
Treasurer of Cortland County Federal
Credit Un.on, and Executive Sec. Treasurer
of the Interscholastic Athletic Conference
(19 Central NY schools).
E"'IPLOYMENT HISTORY: 1943-80, Alh-
letic Director and Coach of all sports, Cin-
cinnatus Central School.
BESf LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
I-IOLLOWA Y: "Play to win. Win with class.
Lose with dignity."
Ron Stockweather
YEAR: 1961
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Physical
Education
OTHER DEGREES: M.A., University of
Maryland
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: t957-61
POSn"ION: Wing
SOCCER IIONORS: ..
PRESENT ADDRESS: 55 Forest Drive,
Travelers Rest, S.c. 2%90
WI FE: Carol '61
CHILDREN: Marc 25, twins Melinda and
Allison 18
CURREi\rr EMPLOYMEi'fr: Group In-
surance for Financial Ind. Group, Asheville,
N.C.
EMPLOYMENf HISTORY: Graduate As-
sistant. 2 years at University of Maryland;
Dade County Schools. Miami. FL - 21
yea~: Began completely ne~ career .in 19~2
as a fringe benefit specialist for Financial
Ind. Group.
BESr LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWAY: "Quiet dignity! Aren't
coaches suppose to rant and rave? Not
"Prof"! His compassion for the game, the
team and the individual was enough 10
bring out the best. I wasn't a starter but al-
ways felt "important" because that was
Prof's way. At graduate school time, Mr.
Holloway was instrumental in my recei~ng
14 graduate assistant offers. truly a special,
special man."
Dennis O. Stratton
YEAR 1965
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Social Studies
Education
OTHER DEGREES: M.S. in Education
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1961-65
POSmON: Center Halfback/Right
Fullback
SOCCER HONORS: 1964 - all-conference;
1965 . all-conference, all-state, captain.
PRESENT ADDRESS: 5 Phelps Drive,
Homer, N.Y. BOn
WIFE: Janet '64
CHILDREN: Tamara 20, Tracey 19, Todd
18
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: Director of
Admissions, College of Environmental
Science and Forestry at Syracuse
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: 1965-66,
tecaher at Greece-Arcadia H.S., Rochester;
1966-67, teacher, Auburn East H.S.; 1967-
70, Admissions Counselor at Brockport
State; 1970-78, Director of Counseling and
Admissions, Tompkins-Cortland CC; 1978·
present, ESF.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWA Y: "Never, never let the ball
come down without a fed shirt around it."
Translated: Always beat your man by OU1-
hustling him. And - "Watch Tony Seaman -
see how he is always on that ball." Trans-
lated: Tony has been on the bench for three
periods and Prof keeps calling Ron Cohen
by Tony's name. Tony almost made all-state
by this method.
Robert C. Stuhlmiller
YEAR: 1943
DEGREE EAM'ED: B.S. in Health and
Physical Education
On-fER DEGREES: Master's, Health and
Physical Education, Columbia University
Teachers College.
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1941-43
POSITION: Left WingfLeft Halfback
SOCCER HONORS: Lettered all three
years. 1941 - Played Springfield College 10 a
0-0 tic. They had two All-Americas on their
team.
PRESENT ADDRESS: 103 Niagara Lane,
Oak Ridge, TN
WIFE: Hilda
CHILDREN: Roland 38, Susan Stu him iller
Morris 35
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: Retired
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: 37 year>, Oak
Ridge City Schools, Oak Ridge, Tennessee.
Junior High School - 20 years, P.E. and
coaching; 17 years, guidance counselor.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
I-IOLLOWA Y: "Dogged relentlessness.
Determination. "Prof" had me in the best
condition of my life. we could run forever."
Walter R. Suess
YEAR: 1948
DEGREE EARNED: B.S.E. in Physical
Education
OTI1ER DEGREES: M.S., Hofstra.
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1945-46
PosmON: Forward
SOCCER HONORS: All-America Intercol-
legiate Soccer Team ·1946.
PRESEI\'f ADDRESS: 3373 Maplewood
Drive North, Wantagh, N.V. 11793
WIFE: Marie A Suess
CHILDREN: William 30
CURREI\'f EMPLOYMENT: Retired
Adjunct Prof. Ed. Administration, L.I.U.-
C.W. Post campus.
EMPLOYMEI\'f HISTORY: Teacher,
Physical Education, North Bellmore, 3
years; Teacher, Upper Elementary School,
Wantagh, 3 years; Teacher, Junior High
Science, Wantagh, 1 year; Principal,
Elementary School, Wantagh, to years;
Asst. Supt. for Curriculum and Personnel,
Wantagh, 13 years; Visiting Prof. Ed. Adm.
L.1. University, 2 years; Adjunct Prof. Ed.
Administration, UU, 8 years.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROP
HOLLOWAY: "That you must believe in
what you do and that your enthusiasm as a
teacher and/or athlete is contagious. I will
never forget Prof's demonstration of pole
vaulting using the "long pole" window
opener and standing atop his desk in the
classroom of Old Main. God bless him al-
ways."
William J. Tomik
YEAR: 1951
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Health and
Physical Education
OTI-IER DEGREES: M.S., Syracuse U.,
1957; Ph.D., University of Maryland, 1968.
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1948-49
POSmON: Outside
SOCCER HONORS: None. I was a sub
rather than a star.
PRESENT ADDRESS: 4 Helcn Avenue,
Cortland, N.Y. 13045
WirE: Mary
CHILDREN: Robert 36, Carl 34, Jamcs 31
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: Retired
EMPLOYMEI\'f IIISTORY: Taught and
coached at Vestal Central, 1951-52; Hamit-
Ion College 1952-55; Hamburg Central
School 1955-57; SUNY-Conland 1957-86.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWAY: "1. That if you strive and
give your best effort, success will follow. 2.
To use your head as well as your feet."
Christopher Tyson
YEAR: 1975
DEGREE EARNED: [J.S. in Physical
Education
OTHER DEGREES:--
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1971-74
POSITION: Defense
SOCCER HONORS: All-state 1972, -n4;
All-SUNYAC 1972-74; Captain 197:·14; Co-
MVP 1974.
PRESENT ADDRESS: 84-19 91st Avenue,
Woodhaven, N.Y. 11421
WIFE: Diana
CHILDREN: --
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: KLM Royal
Dutch Airlines
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: Taught P.E.,
Stony Brook University and varsity soccer
coach; Played pro soccer with New York
Apollo 1976-79, Detroit Express 1982, New
York United 1980-81; Work at KLM Royal
Dutch Airlines 1983-present.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWAY: "Play hard. Play to win. Play
to have fun. Play fair. Loved his stories!"
Ralph Tryon
YEAR: 1956
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Phsyical
Education
OTHER DEGREES: Master> in Physical
Education, Cortland
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1949-50,
1954
POSmON: WinglRight Inside
SOCCER HONORS: Honored to play for
Prof Holloway.
PRESEI\'f ADDRESS: RD #1, Box 110,
Norwich, N.Y. 13815
WIPE: Barbara
CHILDREN: Brenda 28, Carla 25
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: Oxford
Academy and Central School
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: Andes, N.Y,
1956-57; Margaretville, 1957-58; Oxford,
1958-present.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWAY: "A deep respect for your op-
ponents, officials and for your fellow team-
mates. I never heard him berate any of the
above. Everything was on a positive note."
Gary Vail
YEAR: 1969
DEGREE EARNED: B.S.B. in Physical
Education
OTHER DEGREES: Master> in Physical
Education, Cortland and Ithaca; S.A.S. de-
gree from Cortland.
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1966-68
POSmON: Halfback
SOCCER HONORS: Varsity letter in 1968.
PRESENT ADDRESS: RD #4, Box 4173,
Windsor, N.Y. 13865
WIFE: Susan
CHILDREN: Julie 14, Kelly 9
CURRENT EMPLOYMEI\'f: Director of
Physical Education and Athletics, Windsor
High School.
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: 18 year> -
high school P.E. teacher; 6 years ~ associate
director of boys athletics; 2 years - director
of P.E. and athletics; now coaching varsity
basketball (11 years) and varsity baseball
(15 year».
[JEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWAY: ~Don't get discouraged with
your own performance and never give up
on yourself or your teammates."
A. Joseph VanKleeck
YEAR: 1951
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Physical
Education
OTHER DEGREES: --
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1947-51
POSmON: Halfback
SOCCER HONORS: Captain, 1950-51
team
PRESEi'IT ADDRESS: 32 Continental
Road, Cornwall, N.Y. 12518, I30x 434
WIPE: Elizabeth
CHILDREN: Sandra 32, Mike 31, Valerie
27, Mark 22
CVRREi'IT EMPLOYMEi'IT: Retired
EMPLOYMEi'IT HISTORY: 4 years - V.S.
Army; 33 yeara . Prudential Life Insurance
Co.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWAY: 'That you don't have to be
a screaming idiot to instill your players. He
treated all his players with respect and
gained ours, too. Great believer in practice-
practice-practice to achieve perfection:
Robert Vermilya
YEAR: 1942
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Physical
Education and Hygiene
OTHER DEGREES: M.S. in Health,
Syracuse V., 1949
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1939-41
Pr" <mONo Halfback
SOCCER HONORS: --
PRESEi'IT ADDRESS: 206 Eureka Drive,
Manlius, N.Y. 13104
W1FP,: Margaret
Cl-i.LDREN: David 39, Lois 35
CVRREi'IT EMPLOYMENT: Retired
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: Physical
Education, McGraw Central School, 1946-
49; Physical Education, Manlius School.
1949-54; Physical Education - also Athletic
Director and Physical Education Director -
Jamesville-DeWitt High School, 1955-76.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWA Y: "Every person is important
and has a contribution to make to the team.
As tecaher and coach, it is my responsibility
to create the environment to allow the in-
dividual an ributes of each player to be real-
ized to their fullest potential."
Richard L. Wagner
YEAR: 1959
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Physical
Education
OTHER DEGREES: M.S. in Education,
Cortland, 1967
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1956-58
POSmON: Halfback
SOCCER HONORS: --
PRESEi'IT ADDRESS: 64 Cayuga Street,
Homer, N.Y. 13077
WIFE: Mary Ruth
CHILDREN: David 25, Kerry 24, Paul 21
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: Homer
Central, Physical Education instructor
EMPLOYMEi'IT HISTORY: 29th year at
Homer: 20 years, varisry wrestling; 4 years,
junior high wrestling; 10 years, frosh foot-
ball.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWAY: "His old saying said it all -
You can become perfect by practicing some-
thing often enough and long enough or you
can become perfectly awful if you practice
soemthing wrong often and long enough."
George H. Waissman
YEAR: 1076
DEGPI.£ EARNED: BA in Political
Science
OTHER DEGREES: J.D., Albany Law
School
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1972-75
POSmON: Fullback
SOCCER HONORS: Chancellor's Award
SUNY Scholar Athlete. 1975
PRESEJ\'f ADDRESS: 35 Point of Woods,
Albany, N.Y. 12203
WIFE: --
CHILDREN: .-
CURRENT EMPLOYMEJ\T: Program As-
sociate, NYS Senate Majority Program Of-
fice
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: Ccunsel -
Leg. Corum. on Critical Transportation
Choices, 1979-82; Program Associate, 1983-
present.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWA Y: "I only played for Prof one
year - 1972. His substitution paucms mys·
tified most of us first year players, but they
were, by and large, successful."
James Francis Warren
YEAR: 1964
DEGREE EARNED: BA in Liberal
Arts/History
OTHER DEGREES: M.A, Southeast
Asian Studies, Ohio University, 1971;
Ph.D., Southeast Asian History, Australian
National University, 1975.
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1961-64
POSmON: Midfield/Left Fullback
SOCCER HONORS: 1964 All-SUNY AC,
Second Team Fullback.
PRESENT ADDRESS: 6 Tintal Place. Kar-
dinya, Perth, Western Australia 6150
WIFE: Carol Ann
CHILDREN: Kristin 17
CURREJ\'f EMPLOYMEJ\T: Senior Lec-
turer, Southeast Asian Modem History,
Murdoch University
EMPLOYMEJ\'f HISTORY: Peace Corps
volunteer, Borneo, 1967-69; Visiting fellow
and Teacher, Australian National Univcr-
sity, 1975; University Teacher and I lis-
torian, Murdoch University, 1976-87; In
1983, Visiting Fellow and Teacher, Yale
University. Author of four books on
Southeast Asian Modern History. At the
Edze of Southeast Asian History. the most
rec~ntbook, is dedicated to Gilbert Cahill,
exemplary teacher and hsitorian during the
author's years at Cortland.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWAY: 'The most important lesson
I learned front Prof had to do with humility
and self-knowledge, although I did not fully
realize it at the time. 1 never fulfilled my
potential as a soccer player at Cortland as
my European style of play ~as nOI al-
together compatible with Prof's Ideas at the
time. However, I always tried my bets to
play his style of "football" which was not
easy for me at the time."
Orest M. Wasyliw, M.D.
YEAR: 1968
DEGREE EARNED: B.S.E. in Physical
Education
OTHER DEGREES: Certificate in Physi-
cal Therapy, Univ. of Iowa, 1%9; Ph.D. in
Anatomy, Univ. of Iowa, 1973; M.D., Univ.
of Iowa, 1975
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1965-68
POSITION: Fullback/Halfback
SOCCER HONORS: Captain, 1967
PRESEi'IT ADDRESS: 608 Princeton
Drive, Vestal, N.Y. 13850
WIFE: Marilyn
CHILDREN: Jennifer 17, Christopher 13,
Michael 7
CURRENT EMPLOYMEJ\'f: Orthopedic
Surgeon
EMPLOYMEl\if HISTORY: Practicing or-
thopedic surgeon in Triple Cities since
1982, but probably more important is that 1
have coached youth soccer for five yea rs
and love it.
BEST LESSON LEAR.'iED FROM PROF
HOLLOW A Y: "Soar like an eagle! Dedica-
tion and hard work pays off."
David A. Willard
YEAR: 1971
DEGREE EARi\tED: SSE. in Physical
Education
on IER DEGREES: M.Ed., University of
Washington; Educational Administration
Certification, University of Oregon
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1967-70
POSITION: Fullback
SOCCER HONORS: All-State 1969, 1970
PRESENT ADDRESS: P.O. 315, Mill City,
OR 97360
WIFE: Jana
CI f1LDREN: Chad 15. Joel 8, gabriel 6
CURREl\T EMPLOYMENT: Superinten-
dent
EMPLOYMEJ\'f HISTORY: P.E. teacher
grades 1-6, Gates-Chili School District; two
years at Ll.Wc-Seaulc: three years of teach-
ing 4th grade, three years at 6th grade; one
year principal; three years superinten-
dent/principal; one year as superintendent --
ail in Oregon.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWAY: "Don't give up. Believe in
your ability. Prepare yourself mentally."
Carl W. Witzel
YEAR: 1949
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. In Physical
Education
On·IER DEGREES: M.A., Alfred Unive r-
sity, 1951; Doctoral Work at University of
New Mexico, 1969
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 19H
1946-48
POSmON: Goalie
SOCCER HONORS: --
PRESENT ADDRESS: 181 Stewart Road,
Scottsville, N.Y. 14546
WIFE: Carol
CHILDREN: David 30, Susan 23
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: Retired _
SUNY -Geneseo
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: Andover
Central, 1949-51; Brighton High in
Rochester, 1951-58; Union College, 1958-
63; SUI\'Y -Genesco 1963-85.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWAY: "Be a gentleman:
Ted Woods
YEAR: 1953
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Physical
Education
OTHER DEGREES: M.S., Syracuse U.,
1956
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1950-52
POSmON: Left Inside
SOCCER HONORS: Red Letter, 1952; All-
State Hon. Ment., 1951-52
PRESEI\'f ADDRESS: 10631 Salter Road,
North Rose, N.Y. 14516
WIFE: Norma
CHILDREN: Ann 33, Mike 30, Matthew 25
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: Principal,
North-Rose Wolcott High School
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: U.S.M.C.,
1953-56; North Rose Central, P.E. instruc-
lor, 1956-71; North Rose-Wolcott A.D.,
1971-73.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWAY: "Leadership is developed
from within a team. The coach provides the
opportunity, but the player must take ad-
vantage and make use of the opportunity."
NAME: Dick Wright
YEAR: 1957
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Education
OTI,ER DEGREES: 45 graduate hours
I-Ioftsra, NfU, Stony Brook
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1952-53,
1955-56
POSnlON: Outside/Halfback
SOCCER HONORS: Varsity Letter, 1956
PRESENT ADDR:ESS: 20 Sherbrooke
Drive, Smithtown, N.Y. 11787
WIFE: Joan
CHILDREN: Susan 27, Sally 26, Richard
24, Thomas 22
CURREI\'f EMPLOYMEI\'f: H.S.
English, MacArthur High in Levittown
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: Teaching
1957-present; Part-lime positions as profes-
sional driver -- Greyhound, Long Island
Limousine Service; 31 years coaching high
school soccer.
BEST LESSON LEARiNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWA Y: 'The concept of teaching
player position by playing in lanes - right,
center, left."
Dean D. Yazak
YEAR: 1947
DEGREE EARiNED: B.S. in Physical
Education
OTI·IER DEGREES: M.Ed., University of
Houston; Ed.D., University of Houston
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1942, 1946
PosmON: Left Halfback
SOCCER HONORS: "C" in 1942, 1946
PRESENT ADDRESS: Route 2, Box 179,
Edinburg, Texas 78539
WIFE: Victoria '43
CHILDREN: --
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: Retired
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: Delevan,
N.Y. - coach; U.sAF.; Edinburg CISD _
Principal; Pan American University _
Professor.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWA Y: 'To practice diligently to
succeed."
Ron Zorn
YEAR: 1961
DEGREE EARNED: B.S. in Science
Education
OTHER DEGREES: M.S., Antioch Col-
lege, 1%5
CORTLAND SOCCER YEARS: 1957-60
POSITION: Forward
SOCCER HONORS: All-America, 1960;
All-State 1959, 1960; All-SUNY AC 1958,
1959, 1960.
PRESENT ADDRESS: 75 Dewey Street,
Churchville, N.Y. 14428
WIFE: Alice
CHILDREN: Scott 25, Chris 23, Jennifer 19
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: Spencerport
Central
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: Since gradua-
tion, taught physics at Rush Henrietta
Central and Spencerport Central. Owned
and operated a pool business for seven
years.
BEST LESSON LEARNED FROM PROF
HOLLOWAY; "Hmrnmmm ...You are only
as good as the competition you face. Suc-
ceed against the best and you will be the
beSL~
PROF HOLLOWAY: HIS TEAMS
Year Won Lost Tied
1936 5 3 0
1937 4 2 0
1938 4 4 0
1939 6 1 0
1940 3 3 1
1941 5 1 0
1942 3 3 0
1945 2 1 3
1946 5 3 0
1947 6 1 1
1948 4 2 1
1949 6 1 1
1950 4 4 0
1951 4 4 0
1952 7 1 0
1953 6 1 0
1954 4 3 1
1955 5 3 0
1956 4 2 1
1957 2 4 1
1958 3 3 2
1959 7 1 0
1960 9 1 0
1961 7 3 0
1962 8 2 1
1963 9 1 1
1964 9 2 0
1965 7 1 4
1966 8 3 1
1967 5 3 3
1968 5 6 0
1969 7 3 0
1970 5 4 3
1971 5 5 2
1972 8 5 0
TOTAL 191 94 23
PROF HOLLOWAY: HIS LEGACY
For 35 years, Cortland soccer and "Prof' Holloway were synonymous. Soccer attained a spe-
cial status at the College under its venerated coach. So it's no accident, and indeed a lasting
tribute to Coach Holloway and his legacy, that today, in 1987, no other Cortland men's and
women's sport can match the successes achieved by the Red and White soccer squads.
Back in the 1930's, "Prof' labeled his squads the "Red Mules" so the public would avoid
any confusion with the "other" Cortland team -- the football Red Dragons. Even more, he set
high ideals and high standards for his charges. He infused them with a love for the game and a
respect for all who participated. During his nearly four decades on the sidelines, no Cortland
opponent ever looked past a Holloway-led soccer team on its schedule.
In 1973, Fred Taube, who had been the Cortland freshman soccer coach for the three pre-
vious seasons, replaced the retiring Holloway as head coach. He's still coaching the men's teams
today. From 1973 to 1986, Taube's Cortland teams have won 155, lost 53 and tied 20 games. His
four conference titles coupled with ProPs six league crowns have given Cortland more State
University of New York Athletic Conference men's soccer championships than any other mem-
ber school since 1959.
Under Taube, the Cortland soccer units have appeared in post-season play nearly every
season. Cortland finished second in the nation in 1977, and third in 1978 and 1982.
In 1978, intercollegiate women's soccer arrived at Cortland and Prof, now retired, became
a familiar figure in the stands. Outscoring their opponents 132-2 that first season, the Red
Dragon women rose to the forefront among Cortland women's sports, a position the program
continues to hold today.
Coach Anna Rush's 1980 Cortland squad captured the first national title ever offered in
collegiate women's soccer. In 1982, Coach Chris Malone came from the University of Virginia to
take over the Cortland women's program. Under Malone's leadership, the Red Dragons __
without the aid of athletic scholarships -- remained nationally ranked while competing against
Div. I foes. In fact, Cortland is only one of four institutions -- the others being the University of
North Carolina, the University of Connecticut and George Mason University -- to have been in-
vited to every NCAA Women's Soccer Tournament since the first in 1982. And in 1986, Cortland
hosted the first-ever Div. III Women's Soccer Championship.
After 50 seasons, soccer still holds a special place on the Cortland campus. In the decades
ahead, the sport will be all the more special on a field bearing the name of the gentleman who
first made wearing a Cortland soccer uniform a point of pride so many years ago.
TI,e Holloway Field Dedication Program was prepared by Peter D. Koryzno, Office of College Relations and Development.
Cover illustration by Neil Portnoy. Back cover photo by Dede Hatch.
ORIGIN OF THE FRED HOLLOWAY ALL-AMERICA
SELECTION SYSTEM
By D.Y. Yonker
One advantage shared by members of the Ancient
and Honorable Coaching Fraternity of College Soccer
lies in the circle of warm friends that we made and grew
to love.
That is, those of us who are still around are so ad-
vantaged, and it's for that reason that I do not presume
when I count myself friend of Fred Holloway. My
elevens never played Fred's teams. In those early days
of penurious soccer budgets and short-sighted Athletic
Directors, there was too much real estate separating us
to justify the bus rental and overnight costs that would
have meant. But Fred and I hit it off right from the start.
We met in 1947 in a flea-bag hotel in New York City
where the then minuscule National Soccer Coaches As-
sociation was meeting in annual convention.
With several other recent "service" grads from World
War II at the convention, I was what you would call a
"young Turk." Fred was just a bit older. Perhaps the fact
that he'd been a senior officer in the same service arm
helped. From our first hand-shake we liked each other. I
remember how strained he was --as was l-vwhen we, with
the 16 or 17 others who attended the two-day confab,
had to dig deep into our pants for a $5 contribution each
to help pay the hotel charges for the meeting rooms so
that our dignified treasurer could get out of town
without being jailed.
In 1947, Fred made a momentous contribution to col-
lege soccer besides that $5. At your celebration, others
may comment on this, too, but unless they had been
present -- as I was when the plan was first presented --
they cannot know the impact it made.
One of the earliest sports statisticians, Fred devised a
plan for selecting a representative All-America Team
which put the voting in the hands of the true experts,
and with checks and balances that evened out the
chance for a player at a little school to gain the same
honor as one from the (then) prestigious institutions.
Now it is true that other college sports didn't elbow
each other aside to adopt Fred's method, and t~e estab-
lished pundits in our own game looked down their collec-
tive noses considering this a slap in the face of the little
coterie of brahmins, who annually sat in a smoke-filled
room and shuffled political cards to elevate their own
particular nominees.
That fast-growing arm of sports publicists in colleges,
the SIDs, were unsympathetic, along with all the top-
level sports writers on major newspapers who, each year,
sit at their desks and compile a mass of confusing figures
to tell us who are the best college players in the major
sports in this country.
lilt is a lasting memorial to Fred
Holloway that is unmatched in any
other college sp..;.o_rt;.."_11 _
None of these people liked Fred, nor his system. In
1947, he couldn't break through the Chinese Wall of the
ancient regime of college soccer, and his proposal died
in a close vote on the floor. Of the 16 members present,
8 were from Ivy League Schools (USNA and USMA
were part of that august conference then) and the 4
private school coaches who voted with them sent all
their kids to those colleges anyway.
But in ] 948 things were different. Twenty-eight
coaches attended the convention (it was still in the same
flea-bag, but our treasurer had enough money this time
to pay all the bills). The Fred Holloway All-America
Selection System was voted and became the law of col-
lege soccer.
It is so today, having been changed very little through
the years and then only in the interest of the increasing
numbers of colleges that have fielded teams in the inter-
val. It is a lasting memorial to Fred Holloway that IS un-
matched in any other college sport.
I and a host of Fred's other friends, honor him for
this major contribution to our sport and to the youth of
America.
Mr. Yonker is a retired soccer coach from Drexel Univer-
sity ill Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
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HOLLOWAY FIELD
Home to the Cortland College men's and women's soccer squads, Holloway Field underwent
a $207,000 facelift in 1986-87 to transform the site into one of the most outstanding natural grass
soccer facilities in the region.
Crews dug up the field, installed a new drainage system and the College's first underground
sprinkling system beneath a layer of new sod. No Cortland teams used the field during the 1986-
87 season in order to let the sod roots take hold.
The exclusive soccer facility was augmented with the addition of a new scoreboard, lights and
a press box, as well as, reconditioned bleachers. The field will also contain a new flagpole, shrubs
and a boulder containing a plaque commemorating "Prof' Holloway's achievements.
